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Laws- Making Hard Decisions with Soft Data." (EV)
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Foreword
Eddcational Measurement and the Law, the theme of the 1977 Ers
Invitational Conference.. was timely for several reasons. Public
interest in the Bakke case is an insistent reminder of a new fact: that
what people do in the field of measurement or what uses they make
of the results of measurement are no longer the concern only orthe
testing fraternity or indeed of educators or employers. These actions
have entered the realm of public concern and debate.
In view of this convergence of measurement and the law, the 1977
Invitational Conference was intended to bring together peoplc with
expertise in both these areas to discuss some of the critical issues.
The conference focused on six aspects of measurement and the law
in three session*. Barbara Lerner, the first speaker of the morning,
explored the screening procedures of American professional and
graduate schools and the conflicts that have arisen as a result of our
`efforts to maintain the rights of both individuals and of groups. In
the second session, Melvin Novick took a clOse look at five critical
areas of educational measurement and the w ays in w hick they are affected by the law and suggested a number of actions that might be
taken to better deal with those situations.
Two of the afternoon speakers were concerned with technical and

social aspects of the theme. Wayne Holtzman, in his paper on
"Validity and Legality,'" reviewed a number of court cases and dis-

cussed their concern with several types of test validity. Charles
Thomas focused on some of the reasons for legislation designed to
increiNe opportunities for minorities and.the concerns expressed by
proponents and opponents of such affirmative action programs. In
his paper, There Oughvio Be a Lat.., Norman Frederiksen offered
some clettr-neaded and practical ideas for change and improvement
in tie use of rests and testing. Michael Scriven. the,final speaker of
the day. suggested what the kid of measurement might learn from
the law about(tlie complex processes of decision making.
It was a rich day with stimulating presentations for which ;ivoi are
most grateful not °lily to ),he speakers tnentroned above but also to
Ernest Bernal, Deanne SiemeF, Thaddpis Holt, and Winton Mannink whose discussions of the morning presentations added ari important critical dimension Jo the conferen1/4.c. arK1 to Roger Lennon

and Alfred Fitk w o aesicled over the second and third morning
sessions.

Looking back at the topics discussed at the 1977 Invitational
Conference, one is reminded again of the truth of E. B. White's prediction of a bright future for complexity. It is perhaps a mark of our
maturity as a field that We are beginning to confront that complekity
more squarely.
William W. Turnbull
PRESIDENT

Educational Testing Service
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The ETS Award for Distinguished Service to Measurement was established in 1970 to be presented annually to an individual whose
work and career have had a major impact on developments in educa-

tional and psychological measurement. The 1977 Award was
presented at the SETS Invitational Conference by President William
W. Turnbull to Dr. Anne Anastasi with-the following citation:
Recognized internationally as a leading exponent of differential psychology. Anne Anastasi has exerted a major influence on its development as a behavioral science. Educational measurement has benefited significantly from hei inquiries ihtcftthe nature of individual differences.
She has confronted the controversy regarding the effects of heredity

and environment on abilities. clarifying the joint role of these tortflitions in human development. and sAeepiug away many of the presuppositions.,myth's. and fallacies generated by misconceptions of their
interactions. '
Her careful studies of the identification of psychological traits have
encouraged the construLtion of instruments better suited for measuring
these trait. to avoid the misleading generalities that have frequently
us characterized such measures.
Her respect for racial and culttual diversity undei hes her concern foi
appropriate consideration of ethnlL differenLes by test makers and test
users.
Her excellence as a master teacher is i efleLted in the numerous edi-

tions of her classic texts. Mien /awl

holog antl Past hologit al

Te tang Her editoried skills ,tre well doLumemed to resting Problems in
0

/Wye( due, a collection of papers from the I. rs Invitational Conference covering twenty Aix e yeah of pi ogress in measurement. Her
other hooks and a wealth of articles provide theorists and practitioners with technkal and plitLtiCal mfoimation on topks ranging from
test construction and statistical methods to studies iu creativity.
She has given freely 0: her talent fo executive leadership in he'r
' presidencies of the American Psy o og iedl Association. the American
Psychological Fotoidation. the Eastern Psy Lhological Association. and
other profes.sional groups. and in hei Lh.irmanshtps of many committees and conferences.

Expressing the admiration and gratitude of the educational measurement community fot hei invaluable Lontributions to its body of
knowledge and under.!anding. I is has the honor to present the 1977
Award for Distinguished Set vice to Measurement to Anne Anastasi.
t
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Previous Recipients of the
ITS Measurement Award
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1970
1971.
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

E. F. Lindquist
Lee J. Cronbach
Robert L. Thorndike
Oscar L. Buros
J. P. Guilford
Harold Gulliksen
Ralph'Winfred Tyler
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Presiding, Wif.LiAmW . TURNBULL
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Equal Protection and
External S.creening:,
Davis, De Funis, and Bakke
BA croitioAgciLs

.

R

Ekternal screening .is ,the proCess by whislh an institutioptde1cids
which outside applicants to accePt.and which tr reject. Suchlrscreen-

ing is a necessity whenever applicants outnumber;openings. In
America today, applicants outnumber openings for most jobs antd.
for most graduate and professional school places. ,The inevitable,
result is that many are disappointed. The disappointed come in all
colors and both sexes and they come from a wide variety of ethnic,
religious, and socioeconomic backgrounds. No background creates
indifference to rejection; none immunizes against the pain of.disap-

pointment and the sense of inferiority and/or i-jotice it can

generate.
o
Screening may be inevitable; no particular method is. Institutions
choose the screening methods they employ and their choices have

an enormous impact on American society, Wise choices can
decrease feelings of inferiority and injustice for all Americans,
regardless of ancestry: unwise ones can increase them td dangerous
levels. The thesis of this presentation is that American graduate and
professional schools have made a series of unwise choices in recent
years, as illustrated by the record in the De Funis' and Bakke2 cases,
and that the foundation for a better approach can be discerned in the

pavis ease.'
All three of the above-mentioned cases deal with the relationship
between external screening and the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. All have reached the Supreme Coctrt of the
United States in this decade and all have excited an unusual amount
of controversy and commentary. Instead of focusing directly on
these cases, my plan is to try to illustriate the thesis set forth above
by presenting the following: first, a brief history of the screening

13
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Equal Protection and External Screening
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procedures- American universities have used over the past four
decades; second, a challenge to the two principles that have come to
dominate their approach to external screening in recent years; and
third, a rough outline of what seems to me to be a better alternative,

I.

External Screening for Admission to Graduate and
Professional Schools:
The Status Quo, Past and Present

The first external screening case to reach the Supreine Court, De
Funis v. Odegaard. involved a charge by the plaintiff, a rejected
white male applicant, that the screening procedures used to deny
Washington Law School
, him :admission to the University of
discriminating
against him'
violated his right to equal protection by
the
only
institutions
because of his race. Law schools are hardly
whose screening methods are being challenged these days. The
challenged institution in the Bakke casejust argued in the
Supreme Courtis a medical school. In the Davis case, it was not
an educational institution at all. but a police department, deciding
which' job training applicants to accept and Which to reject. Of
course. external screening methods vary within and betweei;
of institutions. but overall, the approaches of American universities
have been similar enough to permit one grbup of institutions, law
schools, to serve as a useful illustration of what most of the others
have done in the past and are doing pow.

Initially. American law schools needed no external screening
methods and u' :d none. As recently as in the 1940s, the number of
applicants did not exceed the number of openings. Almost anyone
with a bachelor's degree whowanted to enter law school could and
did. The trick then was to stay in. and it was a hard trick. Flunk-out
and drop-out rates of over 50 percent were common.4 This

method"throw them all in and let them sink or swim"was

harsh, particularly An applicants who entered the pool wearing lead
shoes but did not discover that painful fact until after a large and
fruitless expenditure of moneys. time. and effort. In.auJition, it was
an inefficient and expensive method for the institutions involved in
terms of wasted resources. lowered morale and performance levels,
and high training and turnover costs. The only advantage to this no',

4
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Barbara Lamer ;

screening system was that everyone who wanted a chance to try got
it,

0

4

In the fifties, the situation began to change. Increasingly, the
number or applicants came to exceed the number of openings, and
some fornfof external screenihig.became a necessity. Law schools
responded in the most reasonable Why possible. They adopted a test
admirably designed to accomplish its purpose: to predict in advance
which applicants had a reasonable chance of successfully completing the course
of studies
necessary to prepare them to function as
I
.I
competent attorneys and which did not. The ke s t was the LSAT5
and, as a result of its Widespread use. flunk-out' ind drop-out rates
,declined dramatically.6 .
..

What the law schools were doing at this point, in effect, was
screening on the basis of necessary ability. The ability in qtrestion,
verbal-reasonineskilk, is obviously not the only ability necessary for
satisfactory performance as a law student, attorney; or judge, but it

is, undeniably, a necessary onea "key element," 'to use more
technical jargonand it is the only relevant ability that is now relatively easy to measure in an objective fashion. This type of screening involves the use of an absolute cut-off,seore to dividettiese who
have the necessary ability from those who lack= it. I call jt absolite
becauie it is a single, fixed point, a constant dividing line chosen to
represent a necessary ability levet for` a given task. It is, Of course,

2
L

.

not an absolute in the sense of Ning either preordained or infallible.
Selecting, a cut-off point is. in essence. a matter of choosing the
odds one wants to play by. Thus. if research with the LSAT showS
that applicants whO score above point A have only a 50-50 chance
a

of successfully completing the progiam at a particularlaw school
whereas applicants who score above point B, have a 70 percent
chance and applicants above point C a 90 percent chance, one is free
to set the cut-off at any of those three points. As a result. administrators who adopt this approach are not donning :strait -jackets or en-

dorsing a minimal standard. -Considerable latittde for discretion
-,,

remains.

The main limit is that perfection is not attainable. Any cut-off
score will exclude some who might have made it in spite'of the odds
against them and will include others who will not make it in spite of
the-odds favoring them. In general. law schools chose to set their
cut-off points at fairly high levels in &tier to 'maximize the number of

5
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successes and minimize the number of failures. The results, overall,
were positive ones, for the schools, the applicants, and society as a
whole.
(i

Moving from an Absolute to a Relative Standard

Society, however, kept an growing, in terms of size and aspiration
.levels.. As both the population and the percentage of that population

wishing to become lawyers increased,' law schools faced a new
problem: what to do when there were 2,000 applicants for 500 seats

and 1:000 of.them scored above even the high cut-off points established. What the law schools did was to move from an absolute to
a relative standard.
What that means is that instead of deciding how high a score was
necessary for competent perfordance in law school and equalizing
the chances of everyone who scored above that point, law schools
, 'chose to differentiate not only between qualified and unqualified applicants but also between the qualified ones, selecting only those
with the highest scores-and rejecting those with lower, but still quite
adequate, scores. Thus, instead of striving to meet a fixed standaid,

qualified applicants to law schools are now forced to try to score
above a constantly shifting point in order to beat out other qualified
candidates. How high is high enough dependsL,upon ow high one's
IIcompetitors manage to score in the particuhy year i which one happens to apply.

Cater, an attempt will be made to analyze the consequences of
this approach and to compare them with the consequences of other

possible approaches. For present purposes,

it will suffice to

illustrate the inflationary impact, of a relative standard over time.
The ,LSAT has a maximum range 'of 800 points. In 1961, the median
LSAT score of students at 81 percent of the nation's law schools was
below 485.8 In 1975, not one of 128 ABA-approved law schools had i

an entering class with a mean below 510. Seventy percent of them
had means between 572 and 693.9 What this means in comparative
terms is that most American lawyers and judges practiqing today
would. never have gotten into law school at all if they had had to
compete against the inflated standards which now govern admission.
This single, inflationary, relative-standard approach was used by
6
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virtually all America-1 law schools throughout the sixties. One result
was that large numbers of qualified candidates of all races were rejected and made, to feel intellectually inadequate. even though. in

fact,they were not. Another was that among the qualified candidates who were accepted as of 1969. only 3.8 percent were black.'°
This low percentage embarrassed Ainerican law schools and, in the
seventies, they chose to increase it by shifting to a dual relativestandards system." They did this by segregating black 4nd white applicants and accepting only the highest scorers,within each separate
racial .group. 13ecauselheAnedian score within the white group ws
higher than that within the.black group. th4 me t that many M.jected white applicants had scores above °those (f many accepted
black applicants.,

-Marco be Futlis. a Would-be law student. and Allen' Bakke. a
e

would-be medical student. were both in that position and they. like

thousands of other' applicants in the save position, felt unjustly
treated. Their sense of injustice is widely shared: A recent Gallup
Poll showed that 83 percent of the populatiOn* felt that minorities
should not be given special preferences.'' More striking still is*the
fact that 64 percent of nonwhites agreed." Nonetheless, most
ArpeTiCan universities have adopted a dual: standards approach
which was superimposed upon"their earlier eh ice of a relative
rather than an absolute merit standard. The result is a system
characterized by two principles: duality and relativisni.
Befoie concluding .this description of the status quo and going on
to challenge it. there is a ritual gqtk.-e that I an supposed to make!
In addition to noting that the LSA r and other admissions t sts are not
used alone but iii conjunction,w ith another objective num rical indi-

cator of abilitythe UGPA. or undergraduate grade-point verage
I am supposed to say something like this: "Of course, universities
should not rely exclusively on objective numerical indices. There
are numerous unquantified subjective fat:tors which also affect an
applicant's performance in school and thereafter. and these. too.
rightfully enter into admissions decisions." As you have doubtless
gathered. I am not comfortale about making this gesture.
It is not that I wish to derogate the importance of subjective factors. Far from it. John Dean is ,a more recent law., school graduate
than either of the Watergate special'prosecutors. Mr. Cox and Mr.
Jaworski, so it is probable that his ',SA r scores were higher. but few
among us would regard him as the better lawyer. Integrity, courage.
vs. 7
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coMi9a'ssion, wisdom, and judgment seem to me, as I believe they do

to most Americans, to be at least as important as the purely intellectual abilities.
My problems with the ritual gesture are twofold. First:it seems to
me to be somewhat disingenuous.,Few admissions officters really

look at subjective factors affecting those who score below some
inflateii quantitative quhlification line, whether there be one line for
**everybody or one for whites and another for blacks. Second, I am
troubled by the widespread tendency to confuse subjective factors
with subjective methods of assessing them. In psychometric theory,.
there is.no necessary relationship between the two: Subjective factors can and should be objectively identified, defined, and
assessed-r--even quantified.-Nothing we now know suggests that that

is an inherently impossible task. It is only a very difficult one,
requiring sustained and systematic effort over a long period of time,
and the sad fact is that as yet, we have not really expended that soi t

of effort in this area. Instead, what we have done is to let various
collections of officials decide the fate of large numbers Of qualified
young.people on the basis of personal feelings, hunches, and biases
in ways that are often startingly unsysteinatic, inconsistent, and arbitrary, as the record in the Bakke case seems to illustrate."

Arbitrary standards run the risk of violating the due process
clause as well as the Equal Protection Clause." In addition, they are
a confession-of ignorance, showing this we do not yet know how to
identify and nierasure relevant subjective factors. 'Worse still, they
are a guarantee of continued ignorance. Unless we are explicit about
our hunches and systematic in applying them and checking the
results, we will never learn which ones are valid and which totally
.invalid. That, and not numbers per se, is what psychometric testing,
and science itsa, is all about. It is a method that permits us to learn
from our mistakes so that we do not make the same ones over and
over again.
II.

Challenges to the Status Quo

The Case for Abandoning Dual Standards

Basically, the argument for dual standards is that they are necessary
because very few minority students would be admitted without them
8
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and that would be a bad thing for three reasons: 1) because it would
deprive all students of the educational benefits of diversity; 2) would

lessen our ability to provide adequate professional service to, all
v. groups; and 3) would be unfair to the disadvantaged. In the paragraphs which follow, I am going to try to convince You. till all three
of these fine-sounding arguments are spurioug.

.

Let me start with diversity. As a first:generation American who
grew up in a multi- ethnic urban neighborhood and felt enriched by
the diversity around me, I have ahigh opiniod of its value. I also
have some ideas about how to achieve it without using any quotas or
giving special preferenc.es to any group, ideas I shall set forth in the

last section of this paper. For now, the relevant point is that very
few proponents of dqal standards actually seem to :know or care
Much about diversity, about the truly remarkable variety of heritages which make the American experiment unique.

Typically, proponents of dual standards refuse to recognize the
fact that we are a nation of Poles, Italians, fish, Gjeeks, Armenians, LithuaniansGermans, Dutch, and English, to name only a
few.'6 Instead, they insist upon lumping all of these diverse peoples
together into one category which, h4ppily,. still' seems artificial to
most Americans who are not members either of the Ku,Klux Klan or
of'the American Nazi Party: white people.
Diversity is, in fact, used as a euphemism or code word for% hand-

J.

ful of currently favored minorities. I use that cumbersome phfase.
because I know of no °the(' way to characterize the groups,singled
out by EEOC and included in mosl.affirmative action programs." In
theory, there are four, in practiie, three, or mere accurately, two
and a half. The theoretical four, e these: blacks, American Indians,
Spanish Americans, and Orientals. The practical two and a half are
blacks, Indians, and sodie Spanish Americans but not others
mainly those from Mcgico and Puerto Rico but not those from
tpain, Cuba, or other Latin American countries. The latter Spanish
Americans are excluded for the same reason that Orientals were excluded from thespecial admissions program Challengpd in the De
Funis case:'a Their LSATS and UGPAS We're high`ttieugh to permit
them to obtain adequate representation even in the Lace' of the

grossly inflated relative standards which govern lawschool admissions today.
Whether one looks at the theoretical four or the practical two and
,a half, itlis inaccurate to characterize them as nonwhite peoples. Ac9
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'cording to U.S. Census statistics. 98 percent of all Spanish Americans are wlitt,e.'9 Are they then distinguished by the fact that as
goal's, they generally score lower than members of other groups on
tests? Not really, even if one ignores the problem posed by the high-

scoring Japanese and other Orientals' such as the Vietnamese.
Earlier studies, most of them badly in need of updating.2° suggest

that Jap nese, like Jews, tend to have higher group averages on
many tes than White Anglo-Saxon Protestants but .to the best of
my knowle e, no affirmative action official has yet suggested that
WASPS, with t Rossible exception of Appalachians. be included in
any special admissions program. Similarly. such statistics as we
have suggest that as groups. Italians, for example. play tend to score
below WASPS, but they are not included either. A history of discrimi-

nation does not work any better: There is no evidence proving that

prejudice against Puerto Ricans is any 'greater than that agailist
Greeks, Turks. or.1Nrabs. for example.
One could go on and on with this listing of nonprinciples, if time

permitted. It does not, so I will simply stop and go on to the next
argument for dualstandards. I will also continue to use my own eu-

phemism for currently favored minoritiesblackspartly in the
interest of brevity and partly because, like law schools, blacks
provide a useful illustration of a more general phenomenon.

Argument 2 has to do with the need id\provide more adequate
professional services. This, too, is a code phrase requiring translation. What it really means is "we need more black lawyers" and, on
the surface, it seems a powerful argument. Thus, given the following
statistics and asked: "Should there be more black lawyers?" most
men and women of gobd will would probably answer "yes." The
figures are these: Blacks constituted about 11 percent of the total
population and 12.7 percent of those in the 21-to-25-year-old age
range usual for law school entrants, but only 5.3 percent of all law
students. in 1976.21 Prior to the widespread institution of dual standards in the 1970s, they constituted an even smaller proportion of all
law students: 1.3 percent in 1964" and 3.8 percent in 1969.23
What these figures actually prove is that it is misleading to think

about any problem in a vacuum, divorced from its context. In
context. the question is not "Should there be more black lawyers?"
but "Compared to what?" Please note that.the question here has to
do with what, not 'who. The who has already been decided: Only 5.3
percent of all college graduates are black.24 and it is this 5 'percent
10
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that the law schools apd medical schools are fighting over. If they
shlitild lose the fight, poverty and unemployment will not win it;
others graduate schools and/or professions, such as physics,
chemistry, history, edpcation, engineering, journalism, social work;
and business administration,25vill.
Whichever diicipline wins,' none of the 5 percent are likely td end
up as impoverished, unskilled laborers. Neither are they like) to get!
rich by going to law school. CLEO. the Council on Legal Ed ational
Opportunity, a group devoted to recruiting black colleg raduates
for the law, reports that their average black law school graduate
earned between $10,000 and $12,000 at his first post-law school
job.26 CLEO officials shrink from admitting the fact that white law
school graduates earn considerably more gran that, but go on

anyway to explain the discrepancy. They suggest tharblack attornjys prefer to work in criminal and civil rights law serving the
poor rather than in more lucrative areas like corporate finance and
taxation." Perhaps, although that is pure specuk5ion without a
shred of supporting evidence:

Robert L. Tucker. the black attorney for the Reverend Jesse
Jackson's glperation pustt, offers a different explanation. He concludes that black lawyers in general are not making big money be:
cause there still aren't enough black-owned big businesses to support black law firms,28 In the regrettable absence of conclusive evidence for either position, Mr. Tucker's speculations seem at least as
worthy of serious consideration as do those of CLEO officials. In
either case, it is far from clear that black college graduatesor the

black community as a wholewill derive greater benefits from
careers in law than from careers in business, the sciences, and the
arts, and thatwhen one cuts through all the rhetoric and the De

Tocqueville quotesis what the fighting on this issue is really
about. So much for argutnent 2.
Argument 3. that dual standards are necessary if we are to be fair

to the disadvantaged, is even weaker. Disadvantaged students are
thosefrom homes characterized by poverty and/or ignorance. and it
is as insulting as it i4rinaccurate to equate black with poor and ignorant. The average black American today is neither. In fact. although a greater percentage of blacks than of whites fall into the im-

poverished and undereducated category. two thirds of the unfortunates in that melancholy position are white." Such evidence as
we have suggests that what is true for the population in general is
II
ays
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also true for law school applicants.
In 1976, those applicants were asked this question: "Would you
describe yourself as coming from a low income family background,
such as from a family with a yearly income under $6,500 durin'g your

pre-college years?"3° Three-quarters of the "yes" answers Came
frOm whites:" If American law schools were to give prefejeti.tal
treatment to all students who, answered "yes." regardless of
ancestry, no court would be likely to find their action unconstitu-

tional. That, however, is not what the law schools have done.
Instead, they have given ,preferential treatment to blacks from
wealthy and well-educated families while denying it to whites from
poor and poorly educated families.
Disadvantaged, it 'seems, is only another euphemism for currently
favored minorities. The sole justification advanced for this sort of

help-the-rich-at-the-expense-o0he-poor policy is that blacks suffered from segregation, whitesidid not. This was certainly true, and
utterly deplorable, prior to 1954 when Brown v. Board of Education12 was decided. However, this happens to be 1977, and from
this, it would seem to follow that the average 21-year-old black apOlean! was bqrn in 1956 and entered first grade in 1962, eight years
after Brown was decided.
By that time, state-enforced segregation was largely a thing of the
past. Whit remained then and continues today is a high degree of
voluntary separation between all groups with distinctive heritages.

Then, as now, many Italiansto choose one example almint at
randompreferred to live in dominantly Italian neighborhoods, not
because the state made them do it and not because they hated other
Americans with different ethnic, religious, or racial backgrounds,
but because they valued their distinctive cultural traditions and did
not want to be melted down in the great Zangwillian pot or otherwise
** divested of their identity." Neither were they 'rejecting the

American dream. Rather, they, like countless other groups. of
Americans, felt that they could make ,,a positive contribution as'
Italian-Americans without sacrificing either the hyphen or the word
that preceded it.

State-enforced segregation was am; unmitigated evil because it
wrongfully deprived black Americans of the choice between assimi-

lating and maintaining a separate group identity. Governmentenforced integration runs the risk of again depriving black people of
their right to choose. My own view is that the government has no
12
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more right to force integration on blacks than it had to force segrega-

tion on them. Recent decisions suggest that the current Supreme
Court, while remaining absolutely unyielding in its opposition to
state-enforced segregation and discrimination, does not view the
Equal Protection Clause as a mandate to homogenize the country.34
Jibe NAACP may..be distressed because it has alwa.'s been strongly

in favor of integration and assimilation, but many °lacks do not
agree.3s The,point here is not that the NAACP is wrong and more
ethnically oriented blacks are !light. Rath'er, the point is that this is a
choice that each black man and woman should bave it right lo make

for him- or herself, free of extraneous legal pressures. The blind
insistence on condemning as inferior the education of every black
child who did not go to a white-dominated school is one such extraneous pressure.
In fact, such evidence as we have suggests th t most blacks are
more concerned about quality education than the are about integrace we have no real
tion and that they refuse to equate the two.36
evidence to indicate that they are wrong" and no right to make the
choice for them, perhaps it is time we stopped telling them th their

education was inferior whenever most of their class

s were

Jai treatment
black. If we do stop, then there is no basis for pref
for blacks qua blacks. There is a basis for pre ential treatment for
poor blacks as there is for poor whites: fairness to the disadvantaged
in the literal, not the euphemistic, sense.
The arguments for dual standards may be weak. as I have tried to
demonstrate; the arguments against them. are not. First and foremost, dual standards compromise the constitutionl principle that

discrimination on the basis of race violates the Equal Protection
Clause. Counter arguments about benign purposes or effects miss
the point. As the Sugeme Court explained in Brown, "In the first
cases in this Court construing the Fourteenth Amendment, decided
shortly after its adoption [in 1868], the Court interpfeted it as
proscribing all state-imposed discrimination against the Negro
race."33 The basic principlethat a person's constitutional rights
cannot depend on his colorwas not compromised in any way until
18.96 whence Court first permitted state-imposed discrimination on

the basis Of race, rationalizing its retreat with the "separate but
equal" doctrine."

The damage done by that single qualification of principle was, and
still is, incalculable. It took more than half a century to recover the
13
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legal high ground that had been lost. Slowly. painfully, beginning
with tilt 1938 case of Missouri eZ'rel Gaines r. Canada,4° the Court
retraced its steps until finally, in the Brown' case. it removed the last
taint of qualification, holding that "Uhl the field of public education. I
the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place."41 To then turn
around, only a little more than two decades later. and allow discrimination on the basis of race. forvany purpose. is to compromise that
prin 'tile once again, to add needless complications, qualifications.
"balancing tests." ambiguities, and loopholes which will haunt us
ever after..
Even the strongest proponents of dual standards concede that at
best, they can only be a temporary expediept.42 The weakening of a

key constitutional principle. however, would be a permanent loss.
Much more could and should be said about this cardinal legal issue.
Fortunately, that has been done already. and so masterfully that the
briefest and best advice-I can give is to urge everyone to read the
amicus briefs by Philip Kurland ana his colleagues in the De hods
and Bakke cases:"
Two other arguments against dual standards are w orthy of serious

consideration. First. their use heightens the community's sense of
injustice and, as show n by the Gallup Poll results cited earlier,44 the
community in question includes substantial majorities of all citizens.
black and white. In light of that fact, recipients of special

preferences are doubly stigmatized. not only as persons of inferior
ability' but also as persons who are taking unfair advantages. Worse
still. 13&:ause the bask for the special preference is race. the stigma
inevitably attaches not only to blacks w ho received it bilt also to the
many blacks who did not and achieved their goals without benefit
of any special preferences 41ratsoever.

The resultant risk of simultaneously reinforcing black feelings of '
inferiority and white feelings of superiority k so great that many
thoughtful black people are Appalled and outraged. Kenneth,Clark,
the black psychologist %%hose. pioneering research was cited in the
famous footnote II to the Brown ,decision. put it this way: For
blacks to be held to lower' standards or in some cases no standards at

all is a most contemptible form of racism.'"
The Lim School Admission Council has a rather Temarkable
answer for Professor Clark and others like !nib. In their amicus brief
in the Bakke case. they argue that there should be no stigma because
the black applicants admitted under the separate lower standard are
;14
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no less qualified than the black and white_ applicants admitted under
the higher regular standard. The analysis on which their argument is
Professor Clark or to any
,based seems to me, as Lbelieve it would to
other competent psycholdgist, virtually incontrovertible. The. probis a total
lem is that the conclusion they draw from that analysis
.
non sequitur, devoid of logic, fairness, and rationality.
i:halysis.
Here, in slightly abbreviated form. is their two-part

O.

}

,First, they tell us that UGPAS and scores on' the sA-rs allow us to
predict potential law school failures with a very high degree of accuracy "in the lower ranges of the applicant pdol- arid that the use
of these predictors for this specific. purpose is therefore vital and
abandonment would be foolhardy."46 Then they go on to the second
part of their analysis. Let me quote the entire paragraph verbatim:
Well above the range of probable failure, however. lies a much larger
volume of applicants than the schools' total capacity. All are fully
qualified to perform 'call on law school grades. and many are nearly in
distinguishable on these melkures. In this range. where mom of the admissions work must be done. predictions of relative lim school rails
are lest accurate. But at the same time. they are less' significant.
Whether an applicant is predit.ted for the 40th of 50th percentile of the
class is a flatter of no real consequenc.4'

r.

Bravo! A flawless analysis proving that it makes no sense to reject
competent blacks on the basis of a relative standard so ludicrously
inflated that it serves only to predict. weakly. "a matter of no real
consequence.- a standard that. in its upper reaches. is well nigh
meaningless. This is hardly a justifkation for the adoption of dual
standards. Rather. it is a compelling argument for the abandonment
of inflated relative standard's fm all applicants. white and black, irk
to that topic that I turn next.
.o.
.

,

The Case for Abandoning Inflated Relative Standards
There are three main arguments against the use ,pf inflated relative
standards. Me first is that they hear no meaningful relationship to
intellectual merit and may be inversely related to important. nonintellectual traits w hich are also necessary for competent performance
in the law as in other fields. The point about the lack of relationship
'between intellectual merit and test scores above the necessary

_
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ability level has already been made in the paragraph from-the LSAC
brief quoted above. In less technical language. the point is that test

score differences above a certain level become. in essence, differences between Tweedledum and Tweedledee. In this realm, the

maximum. is not necessarily the optimum. More simply still,
"More" is. not the same as "better." and the simple-minded

....1

insistence on regarding it as such is potentially quite harmful and
counterproductive.
This is so, as I tried to explain in an earlier phper.4," because while

a certain level of verbal facility and reasoning ability niay be
necessary for competent performance as a lawyer or anything else,

above that level the differences between superior and ;iferior
workers are a function of other characteristics., Focusing students'
.
energies o the meanly competitive task of scrounging about for an
exult half-point advantage on an exam can be demeaning and de-

,

moralizing. It is conducive to the development of a fierce but intellectually contentless competition al the expense of intellectual
depth, originality, or character. Ex hypothesi. it may well serve to
eliminate from the upper echelons of the professions many people of

superiorabil4 who pursue intellectual enlightenment rather than
points and; as a result, earn scores or grades which, on the average,
could be predicted to.be somewhat lower than those earned by the
single-mindedly opportunistic.
A secqnd argument against the use of inflated relative standards is

that screening on this basis produces unjustified feelings of inferiority iq hundreds of thousands of people whose abilities are fully
adequate fo. r tile positions they aspire to but who are led to believe
that they have been rejected because their abilities are not good
enough. Telling them that the standards by which they have been
judged and found wanting have become so arbitrary as to verge on
meaninglessness would be more candid but is unlikely to mollify
them. Neither is.it likely to help them undectand and deal with the
late twentieth century world they live in and the', special problems it
has produced. problems which revolve around tfit fact that there are
too many people and too few places for them.
The third argument against the use of inflated relative standards is
that such an approacrprovides the basis for what has become one of
our most dangeroPs and least rewarding national pastimes: making

endless. artificial comparisons of the abilities of whites versus
'

blacks. Please note that I am notrepeat. notchallenging the
16
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need to make real comparisons on any meaningful basis. If the
children of the poor are not learning the basic skills necessary
to give them a real vocational chance and some real vocational

choices,-we need to know that fact so that we can work to change it.
'Similarly, if the black poor are learning even less than the white
poor, we need to know that tooagain, in order to change it. As my
colleagues in psychology have repeatedly pointed out, it is as senseless to attack valid tests which reveal genuine deficits as it is to try to
break "a thermometer because it registers a temperature of 101°."49
Killing the messenger who brings bad news is just not an effective
problem- .3olving technique."
What I am challenging are comparisons that focus on trivial differences which are just that: differences, not deficits requiring
remedies. Asking whether a greater percentage of whites thari of
blacks obtain LSAT scores over 700 is like asking whether more
whites or more blacks are over seven feet tall. I do not know the
answer to that question but if I did, I would put it in a trivia collection because that is where I think such information belongs.,
Instead, such trivia has become a basis for national handwringing,
weighty policy decisions, and large-scale guilt and inferiority trips
and is now, put forth as a reason for eviscerating a fundamental
constitutional guarantee. All this, despite the fact that an applicant,
black .or white, can have an 1.sAT score literally hundreds of points
below that and still not have anything that could fairly be regarded
as an intellectual deficit for the study of law or anything else. The
purported need for double standards bears little, if any, relationship
to black deficits; it is largely a function of inflated relative standards.
A return to reasonable standards would therefore obviate the need
for double standards; it is, in essence, as simple as that.
These, then, are the arguments for the abandonment of inflated
relative standards. To the best of my knowledge, there are only
three arguments for the retention of such standards: I) they insure
constant progress; 2) they maximize competition; and 3) anyway,
there is no alternative. Regarding the first argument, at this point, it
should suffice to say that movement per se, up or down, is neither an.
infallible sign of progress nor an omen of retrogression. The real
issue here is not progress but prestige: Schools-with the highest rela-

tive standards may not really have better seents and may not
really produce better lawyers but they do have the most prestige,
and many individuals have a heavy investment in that prestige
te-
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system. Still. it hardly seems worth the social and constitutional
cost, especially since there are other, better ways to maintain a
prestige system and to keep it related to real rather than artificial
merit.
Quality of faculty Is one time-hon9red alternative and a good one.

Tl us. if the Yale Law School hdd abandoned relative standards
yesterday and equalized the admission chances of every applicant
with an LSAT score of 500 or more, for example. it would still have
been regarded by many as an especially desirable place to study, if
for no other reason than because the late Alexander Bickel was
there.5' Many admirers of the work of Philip Kurland, myself Snaffled, feel the same way about the University of Chicago." Paul 4e,
Freund of Harvard" and Herbert Wechsler of Columbia" are similarly regarded by many, and for similarly good reasons.
The second argument for relative standards is that they maximize

competition and, while it is certainly clear that they do that, it

is

much less clear whether that is really an absolute good. in and of itself. John Dean would probably get very high marks on a scale of
sheer.competitiveness.'but that seems to be at least as much a prim
of the problem as it is of the solution.

Perhaps because the foregoing arguments are so weak. most
amicus briefs in the Bakke case which defended the current relative
dual-standards system did so by relying almost entirely on the third
and last argument for it: There's no alternative."
...

Ili. An Alternative: Building
on Mayor Washington's Foundation
Since I have claimed. throughout this presentation, that there is a
better alternative. I had best use with; little time remains to at least
sketch in the main contours of that alternative. What I am recommending is that American universities start afresh by abandoning
relative standards and dual standards and returning to a single.
absolute, necessary- ability -level standard for eci yone. That was
the approach adopted by Walter Washington. the black may or of the
District of Columbia. and his police chief, Jerry V. Wilson. to screen
applicants for jobs as police officers.
They. too, used a test of verbal and reasoning ability, Test 21, but
instead of encouraging endless, senseless, spiralling competition,
18
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they used a single, absolute cut-off score chosen to reflect thelevel
of ability necessary for competent performance as a police officer.
They then accepted all applicants who scored above that line and

rejected all applicants who scored below it. By combining this
reasonable screening mettIod with an affirmative- action recruitment
program, they were able to hire large numbers of competent police

officers. No double standards and no racial quotas were used and
none were needed: In the initial hiring period. 44 percent of all new
officers hired were black." Later. that figure rose to 57 percent."
This was'the.screening system challenged in the Washington v.
Davis case and upheld by the Supreme Court as consistent with the
Fourteenth Amendment." It- is the system I believe American

t
.,

universities should also adopt and build upon. Officials of many such
institutions will immediately protest: "Impossible! We can't accept
all qualified applicants: there just aren't enough openings."There is
a simple answer to that: Use current tests like the LSAT to separate
the qualified from the unqualified and then equalize the chances of
every qualified applicant by selecting from among them on a random
basis. ..

Randomization has a great many advantages over the present
university selection system. I 1N i I I very quickly Ikt the More important ones and then conclude this presentation with some suggestions about how randomization can be coupled with other methods
in ways that enable us to build on the Washington foundation in
order to reduce our ignorance and increase the efficiency and fairness of our screening systems. .,
The Main advantages of randomization are these: First. it would
maximize diversity. not just between racial groups but within them.

and without using qubtas and the insoluble problems inherent in
their use in a, society as heterogeneous as ours. Second. it would
reduce the community's sense of injustice: No group could be accused of having an unfair advantage over any other group. Third. it
would curtail the spread of unwarranted feelings of inferiority: The
luck of the draw rather than lack of ability would become an acknowledged basis for many rejections. Fourth. it would reduce
destructive and pointless competition and hostility between individuaIS and groups. Fifth. and perhaps most important. it would
,focus everyone'~ attention on the real problem: the fact that k e have s
.
too many people and too few places.
Why that is so and what can and should be done about it iS a topic

29
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worthy of extended discussion in its own right, but one that is be_yond the scope of this paper. Here, the focus is on dealing with the

2.,

proble

as it currently exists by improving external screening

method . Wiser use of the many:good tests of intellectual abilities
we alr ady possess will solve some of our immediate problems.

Further progress, however, depends upon our learning how to .
identity and measure other 'relevant abilities so that instead of
screening for only one necessary ability or quality, we can also
screen for other, equally important ones. To do that, we must be

,

able Co test new measures of additional qualities, discarding those
that prove invalid and retaining those that prove valid.
American tiniversiti-s are already experimenting with a variety of
additional screening ideas, using subjective factors to select from
among an artificially narrowed group of extremely high scorers on
current measures. Such experimentation is inevitable; it cannot and
should not be elimifYated but it could and §hould be done in a more
systematic, scientific fashion so that it will teach us more than it currently does. .,
r
rP
If, instead of using the same unvalidated. second-stage screening
methods on all qualified applicants, universities were to select at
.,

least half of them at random and the other half on the basis of
whatever new faciors or measures seem promising to Ahem, we
would be in a better position to learn from our mistakes and in less
danger of repeaiing them. This happier outcome would be especially
likely if universities were to then commission careful, long-term

follow-up studies of how the members or each selection group
perform, not only in school but afterwards as well. Because randomization would largely obviate the restriction -of -range problem
which has dogged researchers in this area,. the chances of successfully identifying valid new predictors would be markedly imprcved.
If such procedures are followed, we should, eventually, learn how
to screen in ways that genuinely foster and reward real merit for all

of our citizens. The goal, in sum, is to get all of us off the trivia
treadmill, redirecting our energies into the struggle to achieve a true
meritocracy for the benefit of all of our citizens.
12,
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I find myself an a most peculiar position: While charmed by our\
speaker's pulsar presentation, I am compelled by my difference in
perspective to don my black helmet, visor, and body armocand'
engage h some Star Wars, even at the risk of making her appear to
be Princess Leia. Admittedly. Lerner wishes to expand her paper

and '#looking for a critique: I urge her to adjust her deflector
shield's, check the atomic batteries in her light sabre, and insert'a
freshrefill in her ballpoint pen.
Toibegin with, while I don't wish to dispute Dr. Barbara Lerner's

personal claim to hold in high regard the ethnic diversity which
she herself has experienced. I must. say that her presentation
demonkrates an almost singular insensitivity to cultural pluralism.
Her credibility is shaken when she, enumerates no less than nine
Anglo minorities but insists on recognizing only four other minority
groups under the rubric of their being "favored." Instead of seeing

the cultural differences which exist within these four broad
classifications, however, she promptly reduces them to two-and-a-

half, and thereafter refers to these collectively as "blacks," apparently out of her concern for efficiency in communication. I would

hope that our speaker, as a member of one of the minorities whit
constitute the privileged and educationally advantaged majority.
Would exhibit both noblesse oblige and ethnographic accuracy. Certainly no person Conscious and proud of her or his minority culture
appreciates being reduced to the status of shorthand.
It might be instructive for her to stop regarding us all as mere
ethnics and to start thinking of us as ethnics who are either dominant
or non-dominant, to consider whether a group's historical, cultural,
or linguistic background either gives it access to the formal organizations or institutions of our society,or becomes an impediment to its

members' participation. In this wa9, she would not be tempted to
29
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confuse numbers with proportions when discussing poverty and
' would gain an opposite perspective on why so many whites from

families with yearly incomes undei- $6,500 apply to law schools.
I have long felt that the term admission stapdards has been an un-

fortunate one. It seems to imply the very rat race which Lerner decries. Requirements or prerequisites would perhaps be more to the.
point, leaving standards to the faculties of our)professional schools
and the members of our licensing, boards, 4o the competencies
necessary to p ss courses, graduate; and be certified. A school may

i

insist on prey quisite skills or achievements, but its standards

should not be confused with applicants' characteristics.
Our speaker assumes that admissions scores are interpretable in

the same way for members of both dominant and nondominant

ethnic groups. Some psychologists would generally favor this position (2); others (I) would not. I suspect that there are irrelevant factors in admissions tests fer nondominant ethnic applicants which do
not obtain for their dominant ethnic competitdrs. While this issue is
subject to scientific resolution and explanation, so far, little has
been done to ;tivestigate it directly.
Next, as intuitively attractive as Lernersisolution seems at first
to select randomly, from among all those who qualifyI don't
believe that it is practicable. at least not in the immediate future.

For however inadequate the screenkn instruments may be by
themselves or however low. empirically determined cutoff scores
could be set, I predict that all professional schools will continue to

.

use these tests with undue weight and that the prestigious ones will
insist on higher marks than necessary. Given the glut of applicants
and a certain desire to save face, would lesser institutions be far behind in their admissions requirements? Also, random selection
would encourage students to apply to virtually every professional
school in the country. thereby creating problems for institutions and
for students, especially those from poverty backgrounds. who too
frequently can attend only those schools whickare located nearby.
ETS has recently released 'a study by Evans on the admissions
practices in the nation's law schools. Lerner's data on etirollinent

trends and her contention that there exists a dual system of ad-

missions are supported by this report. According to an article about
the Evans study published in Ers Dere/opmenis (4). "The central
question addressed . . . was: What would happen if law school admissions committees were forced to disregard racial factors in mak.30
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ing admissions decisions?" Assuming the continuation of Lerner's
"inflated relative standards by law schools, one analysis of the
question, as report 3 in the ETS publication, estimates that "the
decrease in the number of blacks accepted wouldbe 60 percent and
the number .of Chicanos 40 perCent." Only 1 percent of black applicants (10 persons? and 4 percent'of Chicano applicants (II persons) .
would be admitted ahnt.ally jd the "most selective" law schools.
Most blacks and .Chicanos-73 percent and 57 percent, respec-

tively:--I:vould be 'found in the least selktive institutions,
whereas only 27 percent of the "White and Unidentified" category
would be so situated. If, as Lerner intimates, we were to consider
economic criteria instead of race as one basis of affirmative action in
admissions practices, the Evans report concludes that this "would

not result in the admission ,of substantial numbers of minority
students because the vast Majority of low-income dndidates is
white."
So the conclusion seems inescar.'01. that, constitutional or legal

or not, the dual system of admissions has provided access for
significant numbers (albeit still not enough) of nondominant ethnic
applicants to law schools . . . and to medical and graduate schools
as well. including the selective ones.

A Look at the Past
I believe it is important to read into the record of this conference a
cursory historical account of the struggle to enhance the access of
minorities to graduyte and professional schools. an account which
our speaker should consider very deliberately.
Dr. Lerner points out that in the 1950s. the number of applications
to professional school's necessitated some form of external screening. The fifties also saw a significant rise in minority enrollments,
both in undergraduate and in professional schools. Educators in
volved in equal educational opportunity in higher education have
long argued that adTissions tests and practices serve not only to
keep the number of minority entrants low but also to relegate them.
to schools with lower standards. The data suggest that this has, in
fact, happener . It really should not be surprising. then, to find, as

Lerner did, that on the average. minority professional school
graduates are earning less than their ,!ominant-group counterparts.
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Still, a number of us "blacks" persisted through the fifties and

found our way into graduate and professional schools during the sixties. 4n the meantime, our burgeoning minority populations kept entering undergraduate schools in even greater . numbers and
percentages. The need to measure the "other relevant abilities" was
recognized by us even then, because those -of us who gained ad-

mission to professional schools (usually after a venture into the
world) were aware. of how many of our talented, minority ethnic ac-

quaintakes were being excluded, not because they weren't

competent but because they didn't have the requisite scores. To

have one's gifts and talents go undetected is an even deeper frustration than that which Lerner describes.
Many of us have worked hard since those days to ensure that suc-

ceeding college graduates have a greater opportunity to attend
professional schools than our own peers did, and we have made
some gains. We have striven within the field of testingas yet
unsuccessfullyto have measures of these "other relevant variables" developed and to study ethnic differences in admissions test
scores: we'v.e been in the courts: we've organized and bargained
politically; and we've taken the fight into the streets when necessary . . ..and we may agar Only in recent years, when admissions
denials .have.,reached embTrrassing proportions, have we managed
to win a few slots here and there in professional schools. And in rare
instances, professional schools have sought us out, have used their
own initiative to set aside a few places in older to secure our participation.
I have reviewed these historical developments so that you may
understad that all these efforts are not, as Lerner somewhat
insouciantly suggests, designed tg keep our college graduates out of
poverty, but to give our competent people the options which are
necessary for individual fulfillment and ethnic viability.
1

Our speaker may argueand validly sothat these measures

have not corrected the basic problems which she has addressed.
Nevertheless, we have achieved at least a partial redress, a partial
implementation. What is important is that even a small measure of
moral justice will not be relinquished to satisfy the Constitution
when the result will likely be moral injustice. Lerner has devoted
much energy to making her solution compatible with the Constitu-

tion. Even now there are developments in the Bakke case whith suggest that it may be decided on other-than-constitutional grounds (3).
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Perhaps our speaker should focus her efforts on demonstrating that
her solution is ethnically equitable as well.
wing
Finally, we can live for a while with the discomfort o

that preferent;a1 admissions will offend many of our sin ens,
members of dominant and nondominant groups alike. Dr. $a Sara
Lerner has gotta know that, like Darth Vader of Star War we
"blacks," we can hang tough!
But we are also profoundly human. So human, in fact, at we,
too, can be in touch with the Light Side of the Force.
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I find the statement of Dr. Lerner's case against dual standards to be
persuasive probably because I've argued the same case myself many'

times in legal briefs and in more informal arguments. I also agree
with the assessment of the enormous constitutional cost inherent in
any standard based on race. So let me focus my discussion on Dr.
Lerner's solution.
I find' the statement of the case in favor of a minimum score
reflecting competency accompanied by randomization to have
several fundamental flaws. I should point out first that these flaws
are primarily political and philosophical. This is a solution that, if
implemented' as Dr. Lerner intends, certainly would withstarui
constitutional scrutiny and would reduce legal risks substantially.:

But reducing risks in the courts also involves costs that I think are
substantial. Let me try to outline four significant problems.
First, the fundame= assumption of this approach is that such a
cut-off score can be set accurately enough to support random selection. If it can't, you simply invite a whole new round of criticism for
unjust treatment. The higher the minimum score is, Of course, the
greater the chance high-scoring candidates will have of being chosen
under the random-selection system. If the score is set too low, high-

scoring candidates will believe it is unfair to group them in a large
category of people which includes many low- scoring candidates because that reduces their chance of being selected. If the score is set
too high. low-scoring candidates will have the same arguments they

have under the current system. I think the probability that

.,

minimum score can be set accurately enough to support random selection is beguilingly overstated here.

Second. even if a minimum score could be set in a satisfactory
manner. this approach assumes that the tests are useful only to
predict failure and not to predict relative degrees of success or to
maximize success. Several points ought to be made in that regard.
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It's conceded that test scores correlate with performance in

professional school, and the evidence is not at all conclusive that
distinctions at the upper end of the scale are not meaningful. Even if
fine-tuned distinctions among individuais are not appropriate, this
does not mean either that the higher performance predicted by
higher test scores is irrelevant or that the use of test scores to maximize group performance is irrational. The pap& points out that the
score levels now used by law schools for external screening are
much too high for judging competency, and the phrases "grossly
inflated standards" and "ludicrously inflated standards" are used
to describe these score levels. i'm concerned whether there is
sufficient evidence that these standards are grossly or ludicrously
inflated if relative success rather than probable competence is being
predicted. It seems at least politically if not intellectually unsatisfactory to lock at minimal scores reflecting competence in a graduate or

professional school where enormously valuable and very scarce
resources are being used. The use of these resources on candidates
who have been selected because they probably won't fail rathe' than
because they will maximize the contribution to be made to the intellectual endeavor seems unlikely to raise enthusiasm in the hearts

of the taxpayers or the alumni or anyone else who is contributing to
the system. In short, you have to consider whether the public will
stand for such a solution. After six months in political office, my instinct is that they won't.
Absent a showing that increased skills do not serve professional
competence or that increased skills are indeed negatively correlated

with other important character traits. it is entirely appropriate for
law schools to try to select the best qualified students by relying in
pare on test scores to identify those students. In this connection, it
seems to me that Lerner's paper confuses the nature of test scores
and gradesor at least the results of these two systems. It is not
meaningful to describe students as narrowly trying to eke out an additional few points on standardized tests. There is no evidence that
tests have an impact on the nature or degree of competition among
students. It is the presence of grades thaestimulLtes competition and
determines almost entirely the nature of the competition. Moreover!
tests play a useful role in correcting for discrepancies in the subject
tive judgments underlying some grades.

Third, educational institutioa have an important interest in

avoiding the lowest - common - denominator approach whether that
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denominator is phrased in terms of "full competency" or some
Other classifier. Selecting the most qualified as opposed to the at
least minimally qualified students, particularly in a professiOnal
school, contributes to the quality of the education offered by the in-

stitution. In many situations the skills of the students affect the
/pace and the. quality of the discussion in the classroOln. This is much
more than a prestige factor, as desseribed in Dr.)Lerner's paper.
Fourth, randoMization may be psychometrically pure but it runs

strongly against the tradition of merit-based selection which has
beennd remains a basic fenet of American society. This tradition
recognizes they element of gamesmanship in the competition, for
grades and scores. It recognizes that the A student who gets a 720 on
the LSAT may. not become a better lawyer than the A student who
gets a 690 on the LSAT. Nobetheless, it's prepared to declare the A
student with a 720 score the winner in a competition for a slot at a
preferred lavb., sadel because of the belief th1t the element of merit
is being measured to .the extent possible. Only a most determined

demonstration that there is no element of merit involved would
persuade the public to the contrary.

Randomization also has other drawbacks. Randomization may
minimize the feelings of rejection of those who are on the low end of
the score totem pole, but you have to take into consideration that it
will maximize the feelings of frustration and demoralization of those
who are on the high end of that totem pole. On the "feelings scale,"
if you introduce a system of randomization, you may wind up with a
draw.
A Better Solution

. or

In sum, I think a better solution is perhaps the one that Win Manning
has _discussed extensively in publications and elsewhere: Schools
should set minimum standards for acceptable performance in terms

of test scores alonf and notify candidates that they have the basic
ability to succeed in professional school. Then, at a second stage,
they should use glades, test seines, scored interviews, scored back-

ground questionnaireswhatever means are availableto select
from within this competent group those most likely to maximize the

contribution to the intellectual endeavor of a graduate school or
professional school and beyond that in the profession itself. In so
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doing, the chance is minimized that the selection:system will undermine public confidence in educational institutions and in the wise

use of an, enormous amount of the public's money and energy in
those institutions.
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My assignment to speak on the influence of the law on professional
measurement standaids is a difficult one, as the amount of material
that a' measurement specialist must master in order to discuss this
issue intelligently is awesome. The relevant law must be inferred
from a broad corpus of statutes directed primarily to more general
issues, from multiple administrative guidelines issued by several
federal executive agen ies, from conflicting case law, add from a
plethora of "definitive' but contradictory legal analyses. More has
been written relevant to this issue in the last five years than most
nonlawyers could possibly read and assimilate on a part-time basis.
Yet, as should become clear as this paper develops, those concerned,

with educational and Psychological testing today cannot de their
work without knowing how the law will affect their professional
practice. Those of us dedicated to the advancement of the testing
profesgion will need to)proceed slowly to try to make some coherent
sense out of the legal confusion before us by working closely with
,

c
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legal counsel and then to begin to make such changes in our
professional measurement standards and practices as law and circumstances demand. As concerned professionals, we mdy also
decide that it is our responsibility to play an active role in the
development of pertinent law.
In my presentation today, I shall not make any prediction& as to
how various issues will be resolved or when they will be resolved.
Rather I shall attempt to identify those activities that we ought to un-

dertake now regardless of how these issues may be settled in the
courts or elsewhere. I shall touch on four specific issues and one
general issue. First, I shall discuss the question of funding allocation
41
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ubdqr Title I of the-Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
of'1965 and indicate hOw the current discussion about poverty-level
versus ability - level` funding could affect measurement standards.

Then I shall turn to the topic of reverse discrimination as this issue
has developed in the context ofBnkkf., v Regents of the University of
California, a case on Which oral argument was heard before the
Supreme Court on October 12,1977 and on which a ruling can be ex;

pected this term. Third, I shall discuss the question of federal
guidelines for employment selection noting that the first uniform
guidelines are expected to be released shortly. Then I shalliurn to
the topic of the reporting of testing irregularities and a discussion of
the questions it raises about the relationship between the educational institution and the student as this relationship is mediated by
the testing organization. I will also refer to some currently proposed
legislation to regulate the testing industry (HR 6776, the Harrington
bill). Finally, I will discuss.,a topic that is central to each of the previous four specific issues: W o is responsible and accountable for
educationdl decision m

Funding: Povertyivs. Ability
Current funding to school districts under Title I is based on a compli-

cated measure of poverty. The assumption has been that poverty
level is a variable that can be measured reasonably well and one that
is highly, correlated with educational disadvantage. By educational

disadvantage I mean the net effect of those characteristics of a
student's environment that provide less than normal exposure to
factors that motivate and facilitate educational growth. Such characteristics affecting educational disadvantage may include, but cer-

tainly are not litrittect to, the following: educational level of the
parents, siblings, and peer group; physical facilities in the home;
economic status of the family; acculturation of the parents, siblings.
and peer group: language proficiency of the parents, siblings and

peer group: qualit; of formal schooling to date: and posse ly,
number and spacing of siblings. As a measure of educational dti; dvantage, poverty level alone has many deficiencies. More complex
measures based on a combination of the variables mentioned above
.will t;ft difficult to fashion. but should in the end prove more valid.
42
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In the 1974 amendment' to the Elementary and Secondary Educa-

tion Act of 1965 mandating the current evaluation of Title I, a
new definition of educational disadvantage was introduced for the
purpose of evaluation, though no change was made in the formula
for funding allocation, which remained entirely a function of poverty
level. The new definition reads as fellows:
. . . the term "educationally disadvantaged children refers to children
who are achieving one or more years behind the achievement expected,
at the appropriate grade level for such children.

This definition would seem either to assume that low attainment accurately indicates the negative influence of the factors mentioned
above or, alternatively, to assume that the function of Title I legisla-

tion is not' o ensure equal educational opportunity but rather to
guarantee equal educational attainment. Neither of these assumptions seems valid and, as a result. I think it may be very difficult to
present results of the Title I evaluation in an unambiguous way.
Professor William Coffman. Director of the Iowa Testing Programs,
ighas pointed out to me that with the Title I evaluation definition of
disadvantage, the 'percentage of disadvantaged students in the national norm group for the Mathematics section of the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills rises froth 143 to 34.25 from the third to the eighth
grade. It is not that 'more students are becoming disadvantaged: only
that grade-equivalent scores are being used inappropriately.
The problem becomes more acute with the introduction of HR
7571 (the Quie amendment). a bill that proposes to change the basis
of Title I funding to a formula based on ability level. That is to say
that Title I money would flow to district; according to the number
of students whose test scores revealed them to be. to a specified
degree. below the standard for their age. It must be granted that
poverty level is not an i ea
rrogate for educational disadvantage.
and the quantification and scat g of the variables I have mentioned
has yet to be done. Yet it migh be hoped that a modification of one
of these approaches might be found that would bei preferable to the
proposed ability-le velfunding. One reason for seeking an alternative
approach has been given. Another devastating one follows. \,

When an educational test is administered, it is assumed that the
teachers have motivated their students io do well. When working
with disadvantaged minority students. this assumption sometimes is
iSection 417 (a) (2) Public Law 93-380. 1974
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tenuous, and this is sometimes viewed as a very serious problem.
But consider what, hypothetically, would happen if district funding
for first grade and beyond depended on students attaining low test
scores at age seven. Such a system lends unmistakable incentive for
mem,be4s of the teaching profession, members of local school
boards, and taxpayers to arrange for low test scores at this level.
This could be accomplished by withholding compensatory treatment
at the preschool and kindergart n levels (when it is most effective),
by failing to motivate students. to p rfornyiell on the tests, and by a
variety of other strategems. (For more detailed treatment of this
topic, I refer you to the Feldmesse report [4) If funding by ability
level comes into being, we shall need some new measurement standards to help avoid this danger, but it is questionable whether any
standards could effectively solve so fundamental a problem.
What, then, is the best available basis for funding? Because of the
well-recognized difficulties of poverty-level funding, which have
been well documented, the lack of a sound psychometric scaling of
educational disadvantage, and the above criticisms of ability-level
funding, I would recommend an interim compromise. First, let me
say that I think the idea of using the National Assessment of Educational Progress as the basis for census survey data for allocating
funds, as studied by Harnischfeger. Harkins. and Wiley (5), is an
interesting one. My primary quarrel is with the variable that they
were directed to study. What I would recommend is funding on the
basis of the distribution of mothers' educational level in each district. Evidence in support of the belief that this is the best available
single measure of educational disadvantage is by no means solid;
however, further study might support this conjecture. What is important is that mothers' educational level would probably do the required job very effectively, with only negligible bothersome side effects and it would be a move in the right direction pending further
psychometric development, Certainly the problem of preparing
professional measurement standards would he easier if this interim
approach were adopted.

The Bakke Case: Measuring Individual Disadvantage
There is no need to review the backgrounq of Bakke v Regents of
the University of California. This has been done 1 The New York
44
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Timts, in. the Des Moines Register, and in the hnta City Press
Citizen almost every da for the past two months. Wfiat is interest:,
wing to me is the positionitaken by the Justice Department and even
taken. While the Department did come
ln
more so, the position afost
out in support, of the,University of California at Davis and against
Bakke, in support of rake as an indicator of disadvantage, and in.,
support of goals for affirmative action, the Department stopped
short of supporting racial and ethnic quotas. In fact, an early draft of
the brief reportedly conceded that quotas are probably unconstitutional.
Just how hard the Supreme Court will come down on quotas is
hard to say. Whether they will choose this as the moment to codify
the evolution in American political thought away from concepts of
group parity and ethnic quotas is uncertain. But that evolution is a
reality with or without codification. What this means is that ways
other than the use of ethnic or racial quotas must be developed to
help eliminate the wide variability in educational advantage now being experienced by yoting Americans. The only way that I can see
this happening is through the quantification and scaling of a measure
of individual disadvantage with race or ethnicity possibly being used
on an interim basis as one'of several components of that measure,
with the allocation of funding. individual attention, and, in some circumstances. selection being based. in part. on that measure. This
same principle can be applied at 'first-grade level, as indicated previously, and at the professional-school level. Given two applicants
with identical Law School Admission Test scores, for example, it
should be possible to measure the relative educational advantage
each student has enjoyed to that point and to take this into account
in the decision-making process. not as a predictor variable but as a
component of value or utility. Those who attain a particular stan-

dard despite a disadvantaged background are, for a variety of
reasons, to be preferred to those from a more advantaged background who attain the same standard. In many cases, such a policy
should involve not only preferential selection but a!o special prepalratory treatment before entry into law school. Preparatory schools
at all levels. that traditional luxury of wealthy families, ought to be

made available. at federal expense. to promising disadvantaged
students.
Should the Supreme Court support Bakke in his claim that racial
and ethnic quotas are unconstitutional, we shall need a highly ac45
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celerated developmental effori for the measurement of' disadvantage. We shall need to identify and study all the variables we can
find, including racial identification, that relate to disadvantage in a
causal way and create one or more measures of disadvantage appropriate for various applkations. If the Court fails to rule on the issue.
we shall have more time, but the job will still need to be done. Majority tolerance of preferential admission based on racial quotas will
not last long nor will minority tolerance of unremedied educational
disadvantage. Certainly, variability in educational disadvantage will
not disappear overnight, and so we shaU indeed need to measure it.
Should the Court choose to take an extreme position and 'affirm
the constitutionality of group-p'arity concepts and racial quotas. the
problems we face will be more difficult. M my colleague, Dorsey D.
Ellis Jr., and (7) argued in the May 1977 issue of the American
Psy'chologist, there is no statistically or legally. coherent formulation

of the concept of group 'parity and no present standard for racial
identification. To implement a pOlicy of racial preference in any
scientific or legally acceptable way would require. for example. a
definition of black Americqn and a measurement procedure for providing racial classifications. To use what for me is offensive terminology, we would. in a reenactment of Messy t, Ferguson (1896). be

compelled to .stipulate what percentage of blackness. say,

is

necessary for preferential classification, and then we would be compelled to measure percentage of blackness for every person seeking
preferential treatment.
Question: Is a person with three white grandparents and one black
grandparent himself black or white? What about one black greatthe grandparents
grandparent and seven white? And. indeed.
themselves black or white?

The support of group parity and racial quotas by the Supreme
Court would certainly raise this difficult and distasteful measurement problem. Just that sort of activity is now central to tit,. operation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. with little benefit to native
Americans (see 7).

Let me summarize my position on this issue. To claim that we
should be color-blind in academic admissions in contemporary
American society is visionary but impractical: to claim that we
should have racial quotas to eliminate educational disadvantage is to
be ingenuously blinded by color.
c
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Codifying Federal Guidelines

The history of federal guidelines for employment selection is long
and'complicated. I shall touch only on recent highlights. In 1970. the
Equ-;1 Employment Opportunity Commission issued stringent
guidelines that sought to prevent discrimination against minorities.
On November 23, 1976. Federal Executive Agency Guidelines were
issued jointly by the Justice and Labor Departments and the Civil
Service Commission. Theseguidelines were judged to be consistent
with the test standards published jointly' by the American
Psychological Association, the American Educatidnal Research
Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education and received much professional i,..ipport as being.a step in the
right direction, it being felt that the earlier EEOC Guidelines were
-not consistent with contemporary personnel psychology.
I shall not comment on this topic at any length for two reasons.
First. new uniform guidelines are anticipated shortly. Second, my
discussion of Bakke has explored some points relevant here. though
there are substantia\ l differences between educational and employment selection. I shall. however. make one point.
It is important to note her:: that the Federal Executive Agency
Guidelines on employment selection issued in 1976 refer ti) the joint
test standards and. in fact. defer to.these standards for technical detail. Thus., executive agency guidelines effectively having the force
of law are adopting professional standards that were not specifically

written with this purpose in mind. If, in fact. the new uniform
guidelines rely heavily on the joint test standards. and if the uniform
guidelines are construed as having the force of law. then a complete

review of the 'testing standards will be in order to determine that
they are suitable for this intended purpose. It is entirely appropriate.
and indeed highly desirable. that federal regulations defer to
professional.standards. Wen this happens. however. we must be
sure that the standards can bear this increased responsibility.
The Law and Testing irregularities
Now turn to the question of the reporting of i regularities in test
adpinistration. This .general term covers a r.ultitude of possible

kinds of specific events. but the one of prima. y concern is cheating.
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In some situations, proof of cheating is fairly solid. An examiner
may sree one examinee copying from another or using unauthorized

materials and may have the observation confirmed by a second
examiner, or handwriting analysis or comparison of fingerprints may
establish that an examination ha's been taken by an impersonator.
But in most cases, an allegation of cheating must be confirmed on

a probabilistic basis, often through the statistical comparison of
responses of two or more examinees. Once such evidence has been
evaluated, a mechanism must be available tti provide the examinee

witrippropriate due process in the review of this evaluation and
then,' if the allegation is confirmed, an appropriate process must he
used to notify the concerned institutions of these findings.

Two of the major testing organizations have well-developed
policies for the handling of incidents of testing irregularity. These
policies are designed to protect the interests of all parties involved.
And, indeed, it is in the best interests of all parties, especially
examinees, that testing procedures are not compromised. However,
policies on irregularities are always written by the testing organization and,or the institution contracting for the testing program. One
interested party. the examin`de. is not directly represented; his only
resource is through the courts. Not surprisingly. there has been
some litigation in this area in recent years. though I know of no case
in which an examinee has completely had his way in court and
prevented a testirrg organization from withholding his score or
cancelling a reported score. However, in K.D. v. ETS (6). the New
York State Supreme Court (New York's lowest court of general jurisdiction) did insist that in cancelling K.D.'s score. t rs would he required to do so without giving reason for this cancellation. One ruling in one case in one lower-level state court does not'establish very
much precedent. But it is clear that) the content of and manner in
which irregularity information is trani,mitted from a testing organization to an educational institution will he the subject of close legal

scrutiny.

In the relationship between the educational institution and the
s!udent, the concept of in fo«) parentis is dead but it is not at all
clear what has 'enlaced it. Some have argued a trusteeship theory;
others have argued fur a direct or implied contract relationship. It
will probably take time to settle this issue. Moreover. in the testing
situation. we have a third party, the testing organization, that
contracts with the educational institution to provide a service but
48
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collects the money from the examinees taking its tests. Furthermore, with respect to the contract between the testing organization
and the representative of the educational institutions, the negotiation is essentially between equally strong parties. The individual
student, however, is powerless. He must either accept whatever
terms are established or forego the educational opportunity for
which the test serves as gatekeeper. An examinee taking one test
administered by Educational Testing Service must sign a statement
to the effect that he recognizes that ETS
[reserves) the right to cancel or withhold any test scores if. in our sole
opinion, there is adequate reason to question their validity, or if there

are grounds for believing that a person has engaged in the act of
dishonesty with respect to the testing process [Emphasis added )

The question. then, is what recourse does a student have if,
hypothetically of course. the testing organization exercises this
assumed authority in w hat the student considers to be an arbitrary,
capricious, defamatory. libelous, malicious, punitive, or un-

professional way? Well, that is a long complex story, which my
colleague. William Buss of the College of Law of the University of
Iowa. and I shall tell soon but not today. Lest I create a false impression, let me affirm that there is far more due process in the han-

dling of irregularity cases in the program to which I have alluded
than the adversarial nature of the quoted statement would indicate
An rr_ rs example is used here to make a general point because its -pro-

grams are so highly visible and because r t s management is, as always, so cooperative in providing information.
What I should like to suggest today is that the writing of
professional measurement standards for the handling of testing irregularities and the codify ing of examinees' rights of due process
would he a very useful undertaking. Would it not be desirable for all
testing programs in which cheating was a matter of concern to have
in their announcements the statement that in the event of an allegiition of irregularity. examinees w ould he afforded due process under
procedures consistent w ith Lodified professional standards? Perhaps
everyone here will agree with this proposed codification of examinee
rights. If not. I suggest that we all consider carefully the Rita-natives:
,

First. there is the possibility of Lontinuing litigation. While I do
not feel that we should solve ow measurement problems in the
l
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coutts and refuse to predict the outcome of such litigation. I will
predict that it will continue. In the areas of due process and
cOnsutner rights, the public is restless and much less willing to accept even the appearance of arbitrary administrative treatment. De
Funis, Bakke, and K.D. challenged the system on important issues.
end there will surely be others. You may already have heard the
names Di Leo and Clancy. While the next legal challenge to the handling of an irregularity incident is unlikely to receive the attention in
the press that the reverse discrimination cases such as De Funis and
Bakke have commanded. I think it will most likely attract more attention than did K.D.
Second, if the measurement profession does not adopt standards.
there is some chance that Congress may do the job for us. In principle, I am not opposed to federal regulation of industries. But we all
know the disadvantgages of federal regulation. and I therefore hope
that it would be the response of those involved with educational testing to try to make sue, regulation unnecessary . Congressman Harrington's bill (HR 6776) to regulate the testing industry is well -motivated. I personally happen to think that a better job can he done by

measurement specialists. Furthermore. if this job is done within
the profession. we can keep our standards under continuing
professional review. modify ing or adding to them when necessary. If

this job is done by Congress or by delegation from Congress to a
federal agency, the measurement profession may have as little
influence on these standards as they hay,: until ret_ently had on employment selection guidelines. If we must have federal legislation.
we ought to have the kind that defer s to pi ofession.t1 standards on all
points of substance.

Protecting All Participants in the Testing Process
There are man} issues relevant to the four topics I have discussed
that will require t_odifit.ation in professional standards. but in my
thinking, one predominates There arc three parties involved in the
testing processthe examinee. the educational institution. and the
testing organization. It has. I'm example. been alleged that intelligence testing has been used to tiak.k minority t_hildi en in such a
way as to limit their intellectual do. elopment. If this is true. some
action should be taken. But who is responsible') Is it the school
50
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which claims that these procedures are justified by the scientific evidence in support of the validity of the test? Or is it the test publisher

who acknowledges the responsibility to produce good tests but
professesdo lack responsibility for specific uses of the tests and the
specific decisions which are based on test scores? To what extent
,:an 44nd should test publishers be required to monitor the use of their
tests or the scores they report? Should they be able to say simply
that they only publish or give tests and that they have no responsibility for the decisions that are made? Alternatively. can testing organizations institute mandatory licensing procedures that permit

them to control the use of their tests, or is this restraint of trade
and/or infringement on individual prt,kssional practice?
I suggest that these questions be answered only by the creation of
legally and scientifically valid professional measurement standards

that respect and codify the rights of all participants in the testing
process, It is my judgment that educational testing has been a major
force in

the democratization of the educational proces. The

codification of new standards in the areas I have mentioned will, I
believe, further strengthen this force.
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When lwas a youngster growing up in St. Louis on the banks of the

Mississippinot so terribly far from Mel Novick's Iowa domaina
favorite pastime was scaling stones. A boy or girl who could get
t'Aree skips was a star; if you could get four hops before the final
splash, you were a superstar. Mel Novick would probably have
earned the equivalent of an Olympic medal because he has taken
careful aim and with characteristic vigor and style, scaled five current and crucial areas in which testing and'the law intersect.
His ,five skips are:

I. funding allocations under Title I
2. admissions policy and the Bakke case
3. guidelines for use of tests in employment selection and licensing
4. fairness and due process in the treatment of students suspected of
cheating or similar irregularities
5. the general question of the allocation of responsibility (and accountability) in educational decision making, which is implicit in
all the foregoing.
s

r

(The last is the final splash, and authorities differ on whether that

counts or not in the Olympic point count for the stone-scaling
event.)

The problem I now confront is how to discuss adequately
Novick's tour de force in 10 minutes or so. Upon reflection, I decided the only answer I could give, if asked whether I could do it,
is the one that a fellow St. Louis lad. Yogi Berra. gave when asked if

the Dodgers would sweep the World Series. Yogi replied, "I can
answer that question in two words IM POSSIBLE!"
I have now used up two minutes establishing that I am a human
being with warm memories of childhood idylls and that you, as a
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sensitive and intelligent audience, should sympathize with me in my
predicament. Nowadays these are not Mere ritualistic rites of plat-

form palaver because, as I think Roger Lennon would agite, any
officer of a large testing organization should probably assume that a
substantial number of people in any audience he faces will believe
automatically that he is not human. never had a childhood, and deservei all the hostility he gets.
I shall now scale my stone:
1. Title I

Mel has pointed out tome pitfalls in implementing an achievement
test-based formula for allocating Title I funds among the states and
school districts. The income-based formula for Title I allocations is
an exceedingly complex formula. For example, it begins with the
poverty-line basis for determining eligibility for federal programs
which, in turn, rests upon the 1970 census data on state-by-state income level, size of family, and sex of head of family, and data on the
number of 5-to- 17-year-olds in a family. On this foundation, special
adjustments are introduced to take into account:
I. A percentage of the AFDC children (that is. A ffluent Families with
Dependent Children, the term applied to children of non-poverty
or "wealthier" families):
1. Some percentage of the Lluld, en not in families but in non-stateoperated placements. such as foster homes. private institutions.
and so forth:
3. Some percentage of the handicapped and migrant children in the
state:

4. Annual updating to reflect change~ in ti e Consumer Price Index:
5. And finally, adjustments reflecting the individual state's average
per-pupil expenditure for recent years (specifically what it was
three years ago), the national average per-pupil expenditure, and
past funding levels within the state. All of these are also subject
to change and demand frequent updating.

Mel has rightfully pointed out that a move to an achievement test-

based eligibility formula raises a number of knotty measurement
problems, but I am not sure that the present inLome-based model is,
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on balance, any more satisfactory. In summary, I am personally tiot
as pessimistic as Mel is concerning the feasibility of allocating fulids
by tests. The best service I can offer to you who are interested in
this question is to commend for your reading an excellent NIE study
just completed which is entitled "Using Achievement Test Scores to
Allocate Title I Funds."

The decision regarding which basis to useincome or ability
should rest upon value considerations rather than technicalities of
measurement. Title I was originally conceived to benefit poor people
by breaking the cycle of poverty through educational intervention.

Congress has drifted to a confused middle ground in more recent
years. If they wish to direct funds to educational need per se, then
achievement test-based allocation systems make a great deal of
sense to me. If poverty is the central concern, income-based eligibility seems relevant. It is a matter of social policy on which
Congress badly needs to clarify its intent.

2.

Federal Guidelines for Employment Testing

I cannot really find anything with which to disagree in Me.i's discussion of this matter. and I know that Wayne Holtzman will discuss
this at greater length this afternoon. So I will pass over thi, quickly.
Furthermore, I have recently presented a lengthy paper on just this

topic, and once started on these issues, it would be hard for me to
stop. In my AERA paper (entitled "Educational Research, Test
Validity and Court Decisions "). I said that a decade of experience
with the APA Standards and the Lux- Guidelines suggests that there
is a serious need for reco-ceptualizing the theory of test validation
implied in these two documents. In fact. I offered the same judgment
as that visited upon the, Emperor Galba by Tacitus:
"Ontniutn consensus calms- imperil nisi inipera.sset:',
which
means in plain English:
"Had he never been placed in authority, nobody would ever have
doubted his capacity for it.
I hope I may be pardoned this pretentious allusion to the classic
Latin. but ,when one is surrounded by lawyers. it is well to remind

them that even psychometricians can use dead languages to make
their point!
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Fairness and Due Process in the Handling of
Suspected Cheating Cases

3.

%

There are few more uncomfortable, unsatisfying, and complicated
topics.than this one. Mel was right to raise it, but I don't think he did
it justice, as I,hope he would agree. I look forward to reading the
paper he has promised us on this matter. I would simply add some
points that he overlooked, in order to expand the context of the discussion:
At ETS, no student tested in the United States ever has his scores

cancelled, regardless of how extensive the evidence of alleged
cheating, without first being offered the opportunity to take the
test again. If he or she does agree to be retested and the prior test
performance is confirmed, the matter is closed. It is also relevant
to add that the Appellate Division Court in New York (a higher
court than that which Mel mentioned in the, K.D. case) has commented favorably on the practice of offering a retest, stating that

1

spending two and a half hours taking the test again seems not to be
an undue burden on the student. (Incidentally, it is probably a lot

more generous treatment than is typically given to students by
many professors, although I am not accurately informed about
practices at the University of Iowa in like circumstances.)

ETS has set forth in one document a clear statement of the principles and procedures we follow in cases of irregularitythe dueprocess considerations, if you willand this document is provided to every candidate who finds himself in a situation where his
scores are questioned.

n

In the Law School Admission Test program, a procedure involving arbitration is employed, thus reducing time and expense for

the candidate that a court case might require. The law School
program is, by the way, the only ET'S program in which a reason is
given for score cancellation, a policy adopted by the Law School

Admission Council after careful deliberation. I realize this does
not address all the issues Mel has raised, but it is important to
dispel, to a degree, the impression that his understandably brief
comments may have left with many of you.
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4. Fairness in Admissions, as Exemplified in the Bakke Case

This is by far the most important and complex issue that Mel has addressed. As one of the authors of the rece t Carnegie Council report

on the subject of race in adAssions o higher education. it
necessary that I first set forth clearly whe

is

I come from on this mat-

ter before turning to the more provocative elements of Mel's discussion.

,

-

..

The central social and educational issue of the Bakke case is the
problem of balancing considerations of individual and group equity,
a problem which turns upon difficult value choices. Not all individuals and not all institutions will agree about them. In this circumstance, the public must have confidence in the process by which decisions are made. The selective professional schools in particular
must be prepared to face public scrutiny of their processes and their
policies; and both the processes and the policies should conform to
their own missions and to the demands of public policy and should
be fair. as among individuals similarly situated. Above all, these

schools must be concerned with making optimal use of their
facilities to divelop human resources for service to society. In the
effort to ream this.goal. racial experience is relevant within the admissions pro...ess because important educational and professional
objectives will not be attainable unless, a,, colleges and universities
go about the task of making admissions th.cisions,, consideration is
given to the minority status of individual applicants.
Mel has suggested that the Supreme Court's decision may require
that Ways other than the use of ethnic or racial quotas must be
devetoped to help eliminate the wide disparities in educational advantage of young Americans. He then goes on to say. and I quote.
The only way I can see this happening is through the quantification
and scaling of a measure of individual disadvantage, and the alloca-

!ion of funding and individual attention being based on this
measure." ( Emphasis supplied.)'
I have no quarrawith the principle of allocating funds on the basis

of an aggregated measure_ of disadvantaged status, or even its
consideration within a context of examining a particular candidate's
'Editor's note: The sentence quoted above is from the draft of Mr Novick's
paper that Mr. Manning used as a basis for his discussion The sentence was
revised in the final version that appears in these Proceedings
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background. I question, however, the desirability of making individual admissions decisions about particular students on the basis of
such a Standardized test of disadvantaged status.
It is an intriguing idea, one that I have played around with a bit
myself. In fact, I constructed such an index of disadvantaged status,
based upon family income, parental education, and whether English
is spoken in the home or not., and then applied it to data on 16,000
students (4,000 blacks,. 4,000 whites, 4,(,.)0 orientals, and 4,000 His-

panic students). There is a modest increase in the proportions of
minority students found in the uppeir 10 percent of the distribution of
test scores, after these factors are regressed out, but not much. I
don't want to belabor this point; you can read about it in my Carnegie Council report (4). Frank Evans, using a similar logic, got the
same disappointing results using law school admissions data (3). If
you use socially disadvantaged status rather than racial experience.
the proportions of minorities selected will be substantially reduced
over present levels: disadvantaged status is no substitute for taking
race or ethnicity directly into account if you are concerned about
maintaining enrollment levels of minority students.
But his is not the only point we should be debating, as, I am sure
Mel would agree. The point is whether giving each child a score on a
scale of disadvantagement is good social policy. E '2', it lead to the
sort of society we want? Would you want to establish a quota. for

example, for the num'ier of students scoring below 500 on the
Educational Disadvantagement Scale?

In the effort to strike a balance between the rights of groups and
the rights of individuals between "a pluralist society and a nation

of individuals I fear th it the proposed instrument is too frail a

bridge to bear the traffic. As an instrument for research analysis. as
a means of dissecting the social consequences of aggregations of individual admissions decisions. I can find no quarrel with the Novick
proposal. But I would part company with Mel if uch a scale weie to
become the explicit basis for admitting' and rejecting students. A
writer in The New Republic (2) recently put it well:
To he classified is to be Judged as a menthes . not as a particulai
person. That !s doubly threaterwg first as to intli%idual tights and then
lssi..0
ti tt ion lot ,t purpose other
to the integrity of community hfc
than sheer lescripuon [the analyu. function to }%hich I have alluded/
implies a i.:rzuchy of classes. So it drives people to cht'ose their
groups. if the can. for reasons ottil than their private feelings and
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. . .
Admissions Qfficers should look for personal
strengthpride, energy, enterprise, compassionwith the under-

commitments

standing that these qualities are differently expressed in different ail.", tures, ansitested far more harshly in some parts of our society than in
others. But personal strength, by definition. is an individual trait, not a
group trait. It cannot be recognized unless 'ill groups are treated as individuals. It is difficult to do that with any degree of fairness in an egalitarian society. But that is what doing justic e requires. [Italics supplied.]

Simple justice, I believe, requires that admission Officers take
racial experienceparticularly evidence of having surmounted barriers of racial discriminationinto account as they look in depth at
each applicant. The explicit use of scales of disadvantaged status as

a part of a student's credentials should be approached with great
caution.

We Must Proceed Slowly
Twenty-two years ago. Professor Edmund Cahn, writing in the Annual Survey of American Law. observed that "we should not make
our constitutional liberties a function of anybody's science." Law
remains free because the principle upon which it rests is an ideal;
measurement, broadly conceived, is no more than the systematic
quest for regularities in human behavior ( l). Although it is inevitable
and necessary that law and social science consort with one another,
their interaction is fraught with peril to each.
I wish we had a whole day to talk about Mel Novick's provocative
paper. We might even skip a few stones as we follow his own injunctionnamely. that "those of us dedicated to the advancement of the
testing profession w ill need to proceed slowly to try to make some
coherent sense out of the legal confusion ..."
Fleteren cos

I. Coons, J. L. ReLent trends in suenLe ktion. Serrano among the people
of number, Journal of Last. and Ir.duc anon. 1977.6. No. I. 23-40.
2. Disadvantaged groups. individual rights. The Mit Republic , October 15,
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sc pools. An anal.ssis of national data for the c lass entering in the full of
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Service.,1 977. 1-108.
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Studies in Higher Education. San Francisco: JossifyBass. 1977.
Editor's Not.: Thaddeus Holteorney. Washington, 0 C ;also discussed Dr
Novick's paper.
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For several generations, psychologists and other specialists in
eduLational measurement have struggled with the concept of test
validity and how best to determine it. The basic idea is deceptively
simple. When A, e raise a question about a test's validity, we want to
know whether the test really measures what it purports to measure.

How valid is the test for a particular decision or interpretation
proposed for it? No matter how excellent a test is in other respects,
if it measures the wrong thing or is wrongly interpreted, the test is
orthless. Our chief concern here is with the use of tests and educa-

tional measures for making decisions that affect individuals. The
kinds of questions ordinarily asked are the following: How valid is
tms test for deuding w hether or not an individual is qualified to enter
law sLhool? Can I use this test for making a decision as to whether or
not an eight -yeas -old Lhild should be placed in a special education
Llass for slow learners? Is this test a good one for selecting the best
appkant for a limited numhei of Job openings in my company? The

more valid a test is for a particular selection or classification
pi oLLdure, thL mor e likely one can avoid making mistakes in using it

as a basis for decisions about individuals.
The rapid giuwth of testing as a means of personnel selection and

Llassikation during Wm Id War II clearly demonstrated that even
tests with relatively low validity can be of great practical use if one is
able to select only a small number of individuals from a large number
of appkants. If one selects only 50 individuals for flight training out
Of 500 ,k, ht) wish to beLome pilots. the importapt consideration is to

rejea all the doubtful cases, taking only the Li cam of the crop.
When the Lost of ti.umng an Air Force pilot runs upwards of 5100.
000 per pilot. time is obvious soLial value in using very high selection ratios with extensive batteries of tests to insure that the ones

admitted to the thrilling plug' am ale the individuals most likely to
suLLLed

This k. lassiLal model of selection and classification works
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fairly well as long as one is not concerned about k hat hap9ens to the
very large nunbers who are rejected in the process. The fact that
many rejected applicants might indeed have been outstanding successes if they had been selected is irrelevant as long as those who
are accepted do succeed.
During the 1950s and early 1960s, growing awareness of social injustice in the United States led to sweeping new legislation such as

the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Title VII of this act was designed to
achieve equality of employment opportunities and to eliminate discrimination in hiring and promotion practices. The act was a strong
one leading to numerous challenges of employment practices, Many
of which involved the use of tests for selection and classification of
personnel. Discriminatory purpose on the part of an employer need
not be proved, and it is insufficient merely to demonstrate a rational
basis for the challenged practice. Shortly thereafter. the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission developed its Guidelines on Employment Selection. The Guidelines leaned heavily upon the 1966
edition of the American Psychological Association's Standards for

Educational and Psychological Tests and Manuals. a set of
professional test standards developed jointly by the major
professional organizations concerned with educational and
psychological testing.
The EEOC Guidelines placed a heavy burden upon the test user to

prove that there was sufficient predictive validity in the test, when
used for hiring or promoting minorities as well as whites, to meet the
requirements of nondiscriminatory selection. Other approaches to
validation were generally set aside as insufficient. This strong posture soon led to a series of law suits that have recently culminated in
several important Supreme Court rulings. Not only Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act but also the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution has played an important
role in these Court decisions. Before examining these decisions in
more detail as they relate to questions of validity, let's take a closer
look at the ways in which test validity is generally established.

Establishing Validity
Determining the validity of a testing pi ocedure can be done in
several different v ay s. If the proceduyc is aimed at selecting indi64
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viduals who will be successful on the job or in school at some future
date, then the ideal method is to study a large number of individuals
who have been given the test prim to admission to see who the successes and failures are at a reasonable later point in time. Correlation between the test and the criterion yields a coefficient of predhtfre,validity. A second approach often considered a variation of pre-

dictive validity involves obtaining both test scores and criterion

---,

measures on the same sample at the same time. If a new test correlates highly with an established valid test w hen given to the same
subjects at the same time. «nu urrent t-ilidit) is established for the
new test using the previously validated test as a criterion measure. A
third approach. known as content vaiidit.i. is particularly applicable
when no criterion measure is available and the focus of concern is
upon measuring certain knowledge or ability the relevance of which

is self-evident. A fourth method of estabINung validity involves
relating the test scores to a theoretical concept or construct. by
conducting a series of interlocking experiments designed to test
hypotneses based upon theory . Such «mstruct validity is only
slowly established as by potheses are confirmed. refuted. or revised.

All four of these methods ale well established as fully acceptable
procedures. but one must be careful to fit the method to the
particular purpose he has in mind.

Establishing Predictive Validity
For selection procedures in wlut.h 'nth% iduals are admitted or rejected on the basis of a test scoi e. establishing predictive validity is
of primary concern. There ,ue foul conditions that must be met in
order to establish predictive validity for a decision rule based upon

test scores. First. one must have ti good criterion against which
performance on the test can be compared. If the purpose of the test
Is to select individuals who will succeed in graduating from college.
one must wait at least four year~ from the point of admission until
the ciiterion can he obtained. If the test k to he used for selecting
the best applicants for a job. obtaining adequate ciiterion measures

may be even more difficult. depending upon what is most highly
valued in the way of job performance. In most cases. there is no
single criterion measure that is satisfat.tor y Criterion measures may
be just as multi-dimensional as the tests used to pi edict them. A test
.
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may prove to be highly valid for predicting one criterion and quite

unsatisfactory for predicing another within the same selection
procedure. If one insists that a test must predict later success in a
career rather than merely success in completing a training program.
a delay of many years may have to occur before both test performance and criterion performance are measured in order to validate
the test.

A second condition of importance in establishing predictive
validity is the admission of a full range of test scorers. both high and
low, for whom criterion data are obtained at a late' date. When a test

is used for selection so that only the top applicants are admitted.
there is no way of determining later whether those who were rejected would lupe been failures. In most practical situations, it is
very difficult to maintain sufficient heterogeneity for an adequate de.
termination of predictive validity.
Where serious questions of bias or unfairness arise in a testing
procedure. as in the case of a test which may he judged biased
against blacks in favor of whites. one must have a-skifficient number
and heterogeneity of the disadvantaged individuals as well as those
who are favored in order to establish separate validity coefficients

for both classes of individuals. This third condition. vigorously
pursued by the Equal Employment Opportunities Commissi r(` is
particularly difficult to meet in most practical situations. In industries where blacks have been discriminated, against until recently.
there is an insufficient amount of evidence from previous research to
defend the test procedure against charges of bias.

A fourth condition for establishing predictive validity in a selection procedure follows from the requirement that a good criterion
measure must be obtained at a later date against which the test
scores can be compai ed. The lapse of time between test scores and
criterion data must be sufficient to allow for the development of an

adequate criterion measure. During this period. which may range
from months to yea's. there may he Lon,iderable attrition due to
dropouts or turnover in personnel. I f this attrition rate is appreciably
different for whites.than It is for blacks or Chicanos. the outcome of
the validity study is considerably weakened.
For all of the above reasons. establishing prediclive validity is exceedingly difficult and. indeed. impossible in many cases where tests
are used. The best studies are usually those carried out under the

auspices of mon sodal institutions with thousands of individuals
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part icipating, such as in military or educational settings. But more
often than not, the sample sizes are too small to determine the
practical significance of the "selection procedure; there are too few
cross- validation studies to determine how strong the validity is
under varying, conditions: there are too few disadvantaged individuats in the validation study because of a previous history of discriminatory employment practices: and weak or irrelevant criteria
are employed. Given this state of affairs, it is small wonder that
vigorous enforcement of Title VII in the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as interpreted by the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission, has
resulted in a number of federal court cases involving the use of tests
in personnel selection and classification. Three of these employment
test cases have been carried to the Supreme Court: Griggs v. Duke

Power Company' in 1971, Albemarle Paper Company v. Moody' in
1975, and Washington v. Davis' in 1976. It is instructive to ex,,mine
briefly each of these cases with respect to their implications for test
validity.and legality.

Court Rulings on Tests
In Griggs, black laborers at the Duke Power Company's generating
facility filed suit against the Company Lhallenging the company's re-

quirement that an employee must hake a high school diploma or
must pass an intelligence test in order to he transferred from the
Labor Department into one of the ()the' four departments at the
power plant. Since blacks were employed only it the Labor Department where the highest paying jobs had low ei ,k ages than the lowest

paying jobs in the other foul departments, a is clear why Title VII of

the Civil Rights Act was used as a basis for this lawsuit. The
Sapreme Court ruled in fak or of the Negro employees. The Civil
Rights Act requires that a selection test which discrinun.ites on the
basis of rate is prohibited unless the test Lan be show n to be clearly
related to job perfol markt:. While the but den of proof for showing

discriminatory consequences rests upon the plaintiff, once such
proof has been pi esented. the burden shifts to the defendant who
.401 U S 424 ( 1971)

'422 U S 405 ( 1975)

'426 U S 229 (1976)
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must prove that the test does indeed Correlate with job performance.
As Lerner (1) has pointed out in a review of these employment testing cases, the lower courts quickly applied the Griggs definitions to

cases arising out of very different contexts. The net result was
considerable distress and confusion overmhe differing bases for
proving discriminatory effects on the one hand and for proving test
validity with respect to job performance on,the other. While the
)Supreme Court ruling four years later on the Albemarle case provided some clarification, it wasn't until Washington v. Davis that
significant new features were considered, leading to at least a partial
resolution of the problems raised by these lower court cases following Griggs.

The action in Washington v. Davis started in 1970 when two black
police officers filed suit against the Commissioner in the District of
Columbia alleging that the promotion policies of the police departe
ment were racially discriminatory. The department's recruiting'
procedures involved a written personnel test that excluded a disproportionately high number of black applicants. The test had been
developed by the Civil Service Commission and was designed to
measure verbal ability. vocabulary. reading. and comprehension.
The district court upheld the use of the test by the police department, but the appeals court reversenhe decision, ruling that the test
had not been established as "job related. In 1976. the Supreme
Court reversed the appeals court. ruling in favor of the police department and its use of the test for selection purposes.
The Silupreme Court's written opinion in Washington v. Davis is of
particular interest L.:cause it includes detailed reference to test
validity. The Court noted that there is no single method for appropriately validating employment tests inielation to job performance.

A validation study of the test had been completed by the Civil
Service Commision. which demonstrated a relationship between
test score and performance in-the recruit training program for police

officers. The Supreme Court joined Pthe earlier district court in

concluding that this evidence was sufficient under the Equal Protec-

tion Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. One month later. the'
Suprem,e Court extended these concepts further by denying plaintiff's petition for review of Tyler v. Vickery. a case concerning the
use and validation of the Georgia Bar Examination which the plaintiffs claimed was racially biased and invalid. As Manning (2) pointed
out in a recent analysis of test validity and court decisions. the Fifth
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Circuit Court of Appea in Tyler v. Vickery revealed a new disposition of the courts regadi what constitutes evidence of test validity
in cases in which a dispropojtionate number of black applicants, as
contrasted to whites, fail an examination. The petitioners who had
been denied admission to-the bar by the test argued that the bar
examiners could justify the use of their test only if they were able to
show a predictive validity correlating test scores with later occupational performance.. Expert witnesses for the bar examiners differed
sharply on the issue of test' validity, claiming that the bar examination would be suffidient if it had content validity. The court rejected

the arguments -of tie petitionersnamely, that the user of a test
with discriminatory results must prove the job-relatedness of the
testand held that the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution
requires nothing more than that an examination test skills and
knowledge which have a logical, apparent relationship to those
. necessary for the job. For the first time, contrary to the Guidelines
of the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission, the courts rejected exclusive reliance on a criterion-related approach to the proof
of job-relatedness, ruling that the proof of content validity would be
sufficient.

'

An even clearer case supporting content validity is the United
States v. South Carolina,4 as decided by a three-judge district court
in 1977. The South Carolina State Board of Education had been using the National Teacher Examinations to certify and determine the
pay levels of teachers in South Carolina. The test had been used in
South Carolina fo'r over 30 years, and a considerable amount of test
data had accumulated on both black and white teacher performance.
Extensive validation studies had been undertaken by Educational
Testing Service which resulted in different minimum test scores in
plaintiffs challenged
various areas of teaching specialization.
each of these uses of the National Teacher Examinations, contending that more Hacks :Ilan whites historically had failed to achieve
the required minimum score. In its opinion, the court cited in detail
the design of the validation study and ruled that it was sufficient to
meet the burden placed on defendants under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act. The study demonstrated content validity by measuring
the degree to which the content of the tests matched the content of
'In the District Court of the United States for the District of South Carolina,
Columbia Division, Civil Action No 76-1610, filed April 14, 1977
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the teacher-training programs in South Carolina. A minimum score
requirement in 'each of the major fields of specialization was established by estimating the amount. of knowledge that a minimally
qualified teacher candidate would have in South Carolina. A total of

456 teacher-educators in South Carolina from both races par/ ticipated in the content validation of the National Teacher Examinations. The arguments presented go further_ than any other court
opinion in supporting content validation as sufficient, even in the
fl,ce of unintended discrimination. How United States v. South
Carolina will fare, when and if it is appealed remains 116 be seen.
Regardless of final outcome, conflicts between the EEOC Guidelines
for test validation and rulings by the federal courts have increased
sharply in the past 18 months since Washington v. Davis.
What do these trends of the past six years suggest with respect to
test validity and legality? Clearly there is less burden now upon the
test user to establish the predictive validity of the test procedure
than there was several years ago when the lower courts were ex-

tending Giggs into unknown territory and when the EEOC
Guidelines for test validation prevailed. For the reasons cited
eater, good Predictive validation studies are difficult, if not imposiible, to achieve in many cases. The use of intermediate criteria
in training situations rather than job performance. the adoption of
multi-dimensional criteria as well as multi-dimensional assessment
proce'lures where feasible, and a heavier emphasis upon content

validation when dealing with specific knowledge or skills can
provide a stronger basis for accepting or rejecting a testing

procedure than the deceptively simple unidimensional prbdiction of
a questionable criterion. As Messick (3) has pointed out in a discussion of meaning and values in measurement, advances will be
made only by adopting a more comprehensive framework than
either predictive, concurrent, or content validity can provide when
considered alone. For Messick. all measurement should be linked to
constructs which serve to organ;ze disparate findings. PrOof of
validity must rest upon both empirical and logical analysis if it is to
prove sufficiently robust to withstand challenge in the courts.
Conclusions

In conclusion, what can be said at this time concerning the relationship between test validity an legality In my opinion. the following
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points are worth noting:
1. A testing procedure that incidentally discriminates against one
or more classes of individuals can only be justified ifjob-relatedness
is demonstrated. Once proof of discrimination has been
demonstrated by a plaintiff, the full burden of proof of test validity
rests with the test user as defendant. The test user does not have to

prove the job-relatedness of the test by a predictive or concurrent
validation; a logical, apparent relationship between the test skills or
knowledge and the job by content validation is sufficient.
2. An excessively heavy burden upon the test user to prove job-

relatedness by predictive validation has been lightened
substantially. The burden of proof is present, but a greater choice of
alternative validation procedures has been recognized by the courts.
3. Predictive validation of a testing procedure for personnel selection is still the method of choice when a good criterion measure can
be obtained, when adequate samples of appropriately heterogeneous
individuals are available, and when differential attrition due to extraneous factors is not markedly different for identifiable classes of
individuals such as whites, blacks, and Chicanos.
4. Immediate or intermediate criteria can be a satisfactory substitute for ultimate job-related criteria in concurrent or predictiye
validation of a testing procedure, provided the relevance of the substitute criteria can be demonstrated. °
5. Content validation is a fully acceptable procedure for personnel classification using tests of know ledge or skill (a) where the_ sam-

ples of items or tasks to be performed can be demonstrated as
reliably representative of the specific domain of the abilities in question, (b) where there is expert consensus that the domain is relevant
to the training program or job requii ements, and (c) where irrelevant

difficulties have been eliminated. An example of an irrelevant
difficulty is the inadvertent requirement of unduly high verbal ability
to understand items in a written test of mechanical ability for selection of auto mechanics.
Undoubtedly. additional court decisions w ill he necessary to cla-

rify further the complex and evolving relationships between the
validity and legality of selection and classification procedures
involving tests. Decisions about human beings are clearly too important to be left primarily in the hands of psychologists or educators, regardless of advances in psychometric theory and practice. It
is incumbent upon all of us to listen carefully to w hat the courts have
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to say. Recent decisions and their supporting opinions have once
again broadened the ranee of recognized options for validating test
procedures. At the same time, the limitations of traditional tests
with their heavy emphasis upon verbal skills have become increasingly apparent. Only by the accelerated development and validation
of new techniques for measuring other important personal characteristiCs can we hope to achieve both social justice for the disadvantaged and equal protection for all individuals.
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Two considerations make any intelligent discussion of the social
implications of recent court decisions most difficult and perhaps
speculative: For one, the possible resolution of the conflict between
equal access to educational opportunities and the protection of individual rights is still pending in the U.S. Supreme Court (Bakke v. the
Regents of the University of California). Future consequences, to a
great extent, will depend upon how the Court decides and whether
the decisions should Inc! given a narrow or broad interpretation.
Second. one must realize that any efforts to identify all or even a
substantial portion of the malicious or beneficial consequences of
perhaps the most critical decision before the court since Brew,: will
surely fall short of its mark.
Thus, armed with these caveats. I now will attempt to venture into
these murky waters. cognizant that the rocks underneath on which I
must tread make for slippery footing. However. I have taken the
precaution of interjecting the words "some pussible in front of the
title of this presentation.
One strategy for determining the possible consequences of recent

litigation involving access to opportunities for minorities is to extract the common elements reflected in the concerns of the more
vocal opponents and p 'roponents of affirmative action programs in
general and special collegiate admission programs in particular.

'The author, who is currently on leave from Indiana University, assumes full
responsibility for all views expressed herein none of which should be construed
as reflecting the policies or beliefs of RTI or Indiana University
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Another approach is to focus, by logical analysis. on the specific impact that an unfavorable decision by the Supreme Court may have
on various elements of affirmative action. Admittedly. the latter approach rests on the assumption that the idea of affirmative action in
principle is neither repugnant nor unconstitutional.
Before addressing these concerns, it may be best I) to turn briefly

to the "compelling reasons" for the past legislative responses
designed to increase the likelihood of opportunities for minorities
(the "compelling reason" principle, as we shall see. has played a
crucial role in recent court decisions); 2) to outline the more salient
federal laws instituted to meet these needs; and 3) to outline the
trends in litigation that have emerged because of either voluntary attempts to meet the social need and the "spirit of the law or because of
policies and practices that have intentionally or unintentionally circumvented the law.

The "Compelling Reasons"
c

The devastating effects of slavery and past and present racial and
sex discrimination have been documented and rarely denied. Nor
has the generation-to-generation link between poverty. despair. and
educational and psychological disadvantages among' racial minorities been refuted.
To be sure. ethnic minorities such as blacks. American Indians:
and Hispanics, as Weil as women. have made significant advances in
hite collar employment
recent decades. For example. statistics

show gains for nonwhites. and Hispanic Americans during the
decade of the 1960s. unemploy ment dropped from approximately 11
percent in 1961 to less than 5 percent Li 1969 for nonwhites 20 years
of age and over: and the rate of participation by women in the labor

force increased from 33.3 percent in 1950 to 44.7 percent in 1973
(21).

However. in spite of the gains. the overall employment picture for

minorities and women remains discouraging. In terms of the
p.rcentage of the civilia.2 labor force that is unemployed, little has
changed; The nonwhite, white ratio of unemploy ment was 11 in 1973

as it was in 1954 (25); the median income of blacks stood at 58
percent of the white median income in 1973. the same as found in
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19542 (22); women's 1973 earnings were only 58-60 percent that of
men's income (23); and women and minorities continue to be underrepresented in the high-paying prestige jobs and overrepresented in
employment requiring fewer skills and, of course, paying the lowest

wages (6); precipitated by the 19,74 recession, the jobless rates
reached 14.3 percent for nonwhites and 12.4 percent for Spanish
Americans in 1975 and then peaked in 1976 at 14.5 percent for nonwhites.

However, the most disturbing and incendiary statistics are the
jobless rates among minority teenagers of 16-19 years old. In 1954.
the unemployment rates for nonwhite male and female adolescents

were 14.4 and 20.6 percent, respectively; by 1964, the rates had
climbed to 24.3 and 31.3. respectively; and by the first quarter of
1975, black teenage unemployment had climbed to 39.8 percent
compared with 18 percent for white teenagers. (Unemployment for
white teenagers has been rising steadily, ranging from approximately 12 percent in 1954 to 14.1 percent during the third quarter of
1974 [In) In the large urban centers, the estimated unemployment
for minorities, particularly blacks. may be as high as 50-60'percent.

These statistics are alarming for several reasons: I) A large
number of the 16-19-year-olds, though closer than their older
counterparts to the usual point of entry to higher education or job
training, are receiving neither. 2) the lack of training and employment at these young ages w ill likely itsure the cyclical pattern of
poverty that typically characterizes the urban and rural minority environmenb; 3) the feeling of hopelessness about obtaining employment and the frustration of attempting to liy e from day to day,
which is no festering in the centi al cities; pros ide all the necessary
ingredients font tragic rerun of the crisis of the 60s as well as provid
ing the imp'etus for increased crime and its concomitant social costs.
Data from the National Longitudinal Study (rst.$) of the High School

Class of 1972 sponsored by the National Center for Education
Statistics (c t s), illuminates this point. The

Nt s

is a long-term educa-

tional research program designed to track a national probability
21n 1975 the median income for black families rose to 61 dercent of the median

income for whites However, the gain was due to a smaller income gain for
whites between 1974 and 1975 than for black househol& Median income for
whites increased by only 6 percent in contrast to 10 percent for blacks (20)
Moreover. white female income traditionally has been lower than income for
white and nonwhite males. with black females reflecting the lowest wages (24)
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sample of 23,000 young men atid women who graduated from high
school in 1972. The intent is to examine their educational and occupational patterns, plans, aspirations, and attitudes and to relate such
information to the sample's prior educational experiences and their

personal and socioeconomic characteristics. A recent report (13),
noted that unemployed whites tended to say that they were either
going to school or did not want to work; both blai:ks and those of
Spanish backgrounds more often mentioned a shortage of jobs,
inadequate training, or lack of experience as reasons for not work,

ing.
Enrollment statistics like employment data, also provide a social
indicator of the extent to which we are meeting the needs of 'our
people. An examination of college enrollment data reveals that the
enrollment of women and minorities has increased dramatically in,

recent years: Women now constitute about half of the first-year
graduate enrollment in most institutions of higher education, according to 1975 US Census Bureau data (9). Between 1970-1975. the
enrollment of women in graduate and professional schools rose
about 75 percent. while the enrollment of their male counterpar
increased only 23 percent. Primarily reflecting the impact of ge
enrollments, the number of %%omen receiving doctorates in eased
59 percentfrom 4.600 in 1971 to 7,300 in 1975 (male doct() atesdeclined 2.6 percent during this period, from 27.500 to 26.800):
women's first professional degrees. in the same- period, rose dramatically by 184 percent to a total of almost 7.000. Yet.' statistics on
declining enrollments after the first ) ear suggest that women are less
likely than men to receive their bachelor's and advanced degrees.

Moreover, in terms of the number of doctorates conferred in

selected fields. recent studies by the National Center for Educational Statistics show that in 1975, w omen received only 21 percent

of the awarded doctorates. 13 percent of the first professional

degrees in medicine, and 15 percent of the first professional degrees
in law (14).
Enrollment data for minorities also show ed.a marked increase. An
Office of Civil Rights curve) shoed that minority enrollment
in colleges and universities rose 11.7 percent between 1o72-1974
while total enrollment in the same period increased by only 2 percent. These increases were across the board for all disadvantaged minority groups American Indian. black. A sia nAmerican, and Hispanics. In 1972. the proportion of minority -to76
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majority full-time total enrollment was 119 percent but by 1974 it
stood at 13.1 percent. Freshman year statistics for 1974 showed that

blacks constituted 10.8 percent of the total full-time enrollments:
Spanish-surnamed, 3.5 percent, Asian-American, 1.1 percent; and

American Indian, 0.7 percent. Moreover, from first-year undergraduate education through doctoral-level studies, black females
Lonsistently comprised a greater proportion of the total full-time
enrollment than black males. More recent data suggest that minority
enrollment has peaked and may he on the decline at predominantly
black and white undergraduate campuses (19). Blacks have shown
gam: in enrollment in that law and medical schools: a III percent
mu ease in enrollment in law schools in 1974 as compared with 1972
and an increase of 50 percent in medical schools.

In contrast, the degrees conferred have no kept pace with
minority enrollment. For example, in the 1973-74 school year,
blacks were estimated to have received only 5 I percent of the
bachelor's degrees awarded (8). Moreover, the percentages of
noi rues joining the prpfessional ranks such as lawyers and
ethnic
physicians remain small and unfortunately stable. For example, 2.2
percent of all physicians were black in 1950 and in 1970 (2).

If one were to summarize the status of women and minorities in
employ ment and college attendance. rt could he safely concluded
that impressiY e gains hae been made in some aspects, but because
of then low status to begin with. the gains have not been sufficient to
allow for significant pi ogre/ in representation in employment and
higher education for thes(groups. And in some areas, particularly
the nib Uauung of the older teenager or young adult, valuables ground
has been lost

The Response
eLuti Ye and legislative branches of the federal government
1 he
have responded to the needs of ludo, iduals and groups that have
bccri the targets of discrimination through various laws designed to
assure their pioteLtion. Laws against employment discrimination
acre written into the (11211 Rights Act of 1866 and 1870 and the Equal

Protection C lause of tie I u iiteenth Amendment. The Civil Rights
.ct of 1964 placed the federal F,wernment in an affirmative-action
posture by providing the dement of enforcement so sorely missed in
77
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Brown 1 and 11 (28); under Title IV of this act. the U.S. Commissioner of Education ;s authorized to assist U. a, to desegregate
and the Attorney General is empowered to institute lawsuits to bring
about desegregation; Title VI forbids the use of federal funds in any
federally financed program (such as apprenticeships. training. work
study) that practices racial discrimination, Title VII. as amended by
the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972. prohibits discrimination because of race. color, religion. sex. or national origin in any

terms. conditions, or privilege of employ ment. including employment in educational institutions.
Other forms of antidiscrimination statutes include a) prohibitions
against allocating differential pay on the basis of sex for the pet formance of similar work subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act

(FLsv) as well as protection for other personnel in executive.
administrative, and professional positions not cov ered by r I.SA (the

Equal Pay Act of 1963). h) stipulations that require the establishment of affirmative action pi ogi anis by all federal contractors and
subcontractors with contracts in excess of 550.000 and 50 or more
employees. with the co, ractor subject to monitoring by an assigned
federal compliance agency (Executive Order 11246 as amended by
Executive Order 11375): and c) an extension of coverage of the
Equal Pay Act that prohibits sex discrimination'against employees
01 students of any educational institution receiving federal financial
aid (Title 9. Education Amendments Act of 1972). Moreover. most
states and many local government agencies hav e established laws
prohibiting employment discrimination
Moreover. state and local goy er nmental agencies. colleges and
universities. and some businesses began developing programs
designed to mei ease minority representation

Resolving Conflict: Recent Court Decisions
It was me v ital-ae that the age-old conflict between justice and

equality would finally reach the cowls Only a brief description of
the Bah/

or so-called rev ei sed discumination case should be re-

quired in light of its widespread publicity and gravity ;3). A year
after its opening in 1968. the University of Califoinia ledical School
at Davis initiated the I ask Force Pi ogiam. a special admissions
program that. bet w een 1970 and 1974. admitted 71 minority
78
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students: 26 blacks. 33 Chicanos, and 12 Asian-Americans. Fortynine additional minority students were admitted through the regular
admissions process during these same five yearsone black, one
American Indian. six Chicanos, and the remainder Asian-Americans
(4). Sixteen percent of the available places in the entering classes
were reserved for the special admittees, applicants judged to he
disadvantaged by the special admissions committee on the basis of a
number of personal characteristics among which, as conceded by
the university, included race. While certain elements of the admissions process were unclear) several aspects were apparent: At
least for the 1973 and 1974 academic years. the undergraduate gradepoint average (GPA) in science as well as the overall (IPA for the special admittees were lower than for regular admittees. the average
scores on the Medical College Admissions jest (Nic. Ai) were

consistently' lower for the special program particrpank,4 considerable overlap in college GM ( overall and science grades only) was
evident between-the two groups of admittees. no white student had
ever been admitted (although it is unclear w hether any ever applied)
to the program since its inception. and apparently the applicants for

the special program competed only among themselves for entry
rather than in a common applicant pool. What is also apparent but
not widely publicized is the fact that n the basis of the hard data-

3Indeed, the amicus brief filed by the Department of Justice pointed to several
ambiguities (e g whether the final bench mark ratings of the special admittees
were ever compared with those for the regular admittees and pr- -Asely how
race was employed in the admissions process) in the university s admissions
pocedure in its argument for limiting the legal question before the court to the
issue of whether the University of California Medical School may consioet the
race of applicants tor the purpose of operating a properly administered
affirmative action program (5)

'Scores for both groups of applicants were presented in percentiles, at least in
the Department of Justice s brief (3), but assuming roughly a normal distribution and a standard deviation of approximately 100 on both subtests, it appears
that the special admittees were roughly one standard deviation below the
regular admittees on the verbal subtest for each year and for the years 1973 and
1974, approximately 1 33 standard deviations and 1 25 standard deviations,
respectively, on the MCAT science subtest These estimates of differencq
between the two group, particularly for the verbal scores are consistent with
other studies of standardi:ed aptitute test score differences between minorities
and nonminorities
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that is, the traditional measures of college GPA and 5K A t SCOeCS
Mr. Bakke exceeded a large number of the regular admittees as

well. Therefore, the very question of status that prompted Mr.

Bakke to seek redress in the courts appears to have been precipitated by the use of soft data such as the results of interviews and letregard
ters of recommendation. This final point may he moot with
validly
as
to the constitutional question of w hether race can be used
terribly
important
one of the criteria for admissions. It is, however.
suspicious of the
to supporters of special programs who grow
reasons why the program was singled out as the culprit when many
factors in the rating process were cqually vulnerable to questions

concerning their relevance or validity in deterMining Mr. Bakke's
final rating.
It is not the intention here to argue the merits of the case but to
emphasize the fact that the residual effects that have been generated
in terms of suspicions, hostility. and so on over the (hoic e. of cases
morning
to settle this critical issue may match those predicted thi,

..!s illustrate the
if preferential programs prevail.' However. i
of careful'scruto
the
1st,
extreme vulnerability of such programs
the
ardgment
of
the
Sup'
eme Court if
tiny they may expect ex en if
California is vacated.
The case before the Supreme Court was foreordained. The setting
was established at least six year s ago. I he actors had only to be
brought forward to center stage. In 1974, a similar Lase before the
finally
Court was rendered moot beLause the individual in question
12).
However,
even
though
graduation
was admitted and was near
neutral
this case ss as not deeded, the prinLiple of employ mg racially
soked
by
JustiLe
Douglas'
minority
admissions procedures was
the
statement. Moreover, deLisions similar to those handed down by
California court in the Bakke Lase were handed down by the New

YOrk Court of Appeals last year and the U. S. hstrict Court.
Southern District of New York, this y ear in cases involving special

minority-student programs at mediLal Lolleges ( I) Mote cur rently
(and perhaps more ii ()wk.). the Color ado Supreme Court la ,t spring
took under consideration a white student's clam that the University
special adof Colorado Law School illegally el/ /nth d him hom ifs
5Indeed, the university s appeal to the U S Supreme Court over the objections
of civil rights leaders, labor unions, and public advocates that the case was not
well developed has raised some suspicion that a concerted effort was made W
apply the coup de grace to special admissions programs
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missions program because of his race ( I I). In this instance, the

question was raised whetF.er an educationally and culturally "disadvantaged" white student has a constitutional right to be considered
for admission under the special program designed to give preference
to minorities, mainly blacks. Chicanos, and American Indians. Finally, many of the current debates on the legal issues, social implications, problems. and benefits of preferential collegiate admissions
programs were embodied in the papers published by the University
of Toledo Law Review in 1970 (26).

More Conflicts and Possible Implications
for Affirmative Action

The following two excerpts. the first from the dissenting l'i)inion of
Justice Harlan in-Pies%)
Ferguson and the other from the affirming opinion of a federal district court in A s.sot kited General Contractors of Massachusetts, Inc . r. Altsluder (490 F. 2d9, 1973) concerning the "Boston Plan.- an affirmative action plan which required
contractors to employ a stated pert:el-14e of minorities, point up the
issues that have arisen in recent years over the initilementation of
affirmative action programs:
In respect of Li% it rights. Lommon to all Lin/ens, the ( onstitution of the
United States does not. I think. per mit any publk authority to know the
raLe of those entitled to he pi oteded in the enioy went of suLh rights
.

. Our Constitution is color -blind and !iodic' know, not tolorates

classes among ciniens
It is by now well undo:stood. 1101% C CI . that ow soLiety Lanoot he Lum-

pletely Lolor-blind in the short tel it we are to haYe a Lolor-blind society in the long term Atter Lentulles of Lie + ing thiough colored
lenses, eyes du not qinLkly adjust whin the lenses ate removed. DisLrumbation has a ,Y ay of pLipetuating itscll. albeit unintentionally. beLause the resulting inequalities mak'. new opportunities less assessible

Preferential treatment is one paitial presLtiption to remedy our society's most intransigent and deeply looted inequalities

Our nation, wrestling with the Lonst.(itiences of its (mil past. has
been and is'still attempting to plot a cool tic through the Scy Ila.of the
effects of racism and the Char y hdis of indiv ;dual injustice: of attempting to assure equality of opportunity, and yet to pi eserve our
8I
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democratic form of meritocracy. In this struggle, there are many
who express the view that the two opposing sources of conflict are
more apparent than real; that our democratic tenets and aspirations
dictate nothing less than the elimination of race as a factor in bringing about equality of opportunity; that preference on the basis of
race is always discriminatory, probably invidious, and perhaps unconstitutional; that, indeed, "justice and equality are more or less
incompatible" (7). Others noted that for 90 percent of the time that
our great nation has existed, it has had institutionalized racism in
some form or another and that the relatively short period since
grown cannot be viewed as sufficient for removing the effects of
past racial and sex discrimination nor can it provide an equitable
basis for minorities to compete with the majority now of in the near
future. Race may be a proxy for other sins but it can also stand mit%
own merits. Racial discrimination, it is reasoned. perpetuates itself
and requires more than laws and benign banalities. Others,view the
nation as tiring of the rough course and seeking refuge in retrench:
ment or, worse. retrogression.
Grounds for Agreement

As the opponents and proponents state their arguments. there are
some grounds of apparent agreement. One is that Bakke cotjti have
implications far beyond the matter of college admissions. perhaps
striking at the heart of affirmative action Two: The decision.
whatever it may be. will nor absolke the university of its oi)ligation
to determine which course it should take in fulfilling its mission in a
democratic society. This is as it ),hould he. for it is the prerogative of
these institutions to establish their educational policies. However, if

the decision is in favor of Bakke. there is the increasing possibility of

additional lawsuits. since to many. discretion ,ic the better part of
valor . institutions of higher education may retreat entirely from special collegiate programs. Third: Sintere opponents and proponents
agree th;,t preference without r egad for ability of personal qualifications is dysfunctional. However, there is lively debate over what is
meant by "qualifications" or what the qualitative teaching role of
the c 'lege should he. Opponents of affix mative action consider the
affirmative action effort as that of a national discriminatory program
that has had little effect on changing the status of racial minorities
82
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and 4omen because it rests on tenuous principles: Goals, no matter
how they are explained by government bureaucrats, are viewed as

quotas which, because of an undersupply of qualified individuals,
can only be met by recruiting unqualified persons. Moreover, such
programs will reap scorn and additional feelings of inferiority upon
the individuals for whom the programs were designed to assist and
cause greater class strife as more and more interest groups come forward demanding their fair share (15). One of the most frequently occurring respOnses from academia is that the affirmation process is
abysmally low in cost efficiency, is time-consuming and unproduc-

tive in terms of paper work, and, worst of ail. infringes on the autonomy of the university and debases the quality of the institution.
Therefore, it is`afe to assume that a deciion'in favor of Bakke

/

would be considered as going a long way to redirect the country on a

proper path toward true equality. Unfortunately, the programs or
policies that have been offeredand they haw been only.a few
seem distressingly like afterthoughts and at best arc totally un-

,

realistic.
Supporters of affirmative action, and therefore foithe overturn of
Bakke, rely heavily en the compelling interest of the state in utigrading skills and increiviing the representativeness among minoritiesand women in a Nk d e sp4Ltrum of educational and business institutions. Such considerations as ratios of one physiLian forever y 3,500
black citizens as opposed to a 1.750 ratio for whites, or one black attorney for every 6.000 black persons in contrast to It 1.630 ratio for
whites. prompt supporters to advance the notion that it is in the
state's intcr::e, to support aggressive affirmative action programs.
Benign or -Loloi-biind- methods are viewed as totally unrealistiL.
there are no aitiaphorous remedies. Cik en tree fact that evidence of
heneficialimpacr is now appear ing..suppoi ter s view the idea of benign neglect as tragic. MoreoYer, supporters arc voLiferous in their
distinctions between goals and quotas. The former are ameliorative
and the latter repugnant. goals are only goalstarget, to aim at
through good-faith efforts with more consideration given to qualifications or possible remedianon than to a mete numerical count.

Since bright critics ate having diffiLulty making the distinction
between goals and quotas. it is felt that there rs little sincerity only
the tipportunity to use the ter m as a Ludgel to strike downI& total
affirmative action effort, Moreover. in ter ms of educatiolf, it is felt
that the university should be a ma,rocosm of the',0c let), of which rt
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is a part. Therefore, the representation of minorities and women in
universities is in the interest of the state, the university, and its
student body. In regard to discrimination, reverse discrimination is
thought to be benign, temporary, and possessing one impogant
characteristic that distinguishes it from traditional discrimination:
It is employed by the majority to include rather'Pthan exclude
minorities in the realm of human activities that have been enjoyed
by the majority, particularly white males (16). Obviously, for affirmative action supporters, a ruling for Bakke would be viewed as
having disastrous consequences.

In this author's view, a decision for Bakke would be a serious

'blow to the progress we have made thus far as well as a reinforcement of the growing belief that a national backlash is now taking
place. Unfortunately, the greatest impact of such a decision may be

on those 15 or so federal domestic programs designed to give
assistance to those who need it most. For example; the $4 billion
public works law 'passed by Congress last spring in an attempt to

stimulate employment in the construction industry requires that 10
percent of the money for each construction project be spent on
purchases from minority businesses. Just a month ago, the Administration ordered government agencies to double purchases from
minority-owned businesses during the next two fiscal years (27).

Moreover, several states and cities have been required by the

federal courts to ndd more racial minorities to their payrolls with hir--ing ratios being a part of the order. It would seem that all of these efforts would be in serious jeopardy.

Conclusion
In this paper. I have discussed only a few of the problems facing us
that I
in our efforts to advance equality of opportunity. I realize also
have not mentioned problems within two areas of my own research
intereststhe effectiveness of collegiate compensatory programs

(there are many, and they no longer can rest on the beneficent

character of their mission but must be held accountable for their efforts) and the problems of admissions tests (I am deeply disturbed
over what appears to be an ever-increasing level of importance given
where
to small score differences on graduate school admissions tests
decision
is
often
relegated
to
a
mere
the competition is fierce and the
it
would
seem
that
among
quantitative "pecking order.''). However.
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the many aspects related to the social implications of the pending
court decision, it will be its broad imp et upon society that will be of
major interest to future historians. Future observers may conclude
that the height of this nation's greatness may be measured by the
depth to which we refuse to allow our most disadvantaged citizens
to descend.
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There Ought to 'Be a Law
Norman Frederiksen
Senior Research Psychologist
Educational Testing ,S'errie

A good many people arc apparently very much concerned these
days about tests and testing practices, some pc ople even think there
ought to he a law . Bills are being inuoduced in troth state and federal
legislatures to control testing practices. Congressman Harrington,
for example. is sponsoring a bill that, among other things, would require putting a warning label on all score repot h stating that "These
scores are approximations and including a repot t of the standard
error of measurement.
The National Education Association has t ccently reaffirmed its

opposition to standardized tests, and the iepoit of the NI A task
force provides some reasons for its stand. rests are thought to he
deficient because they measure cognitive IL at [ling to the excltprion of

emotional and physical development, they i , 'Lillie creative thinking because of their heavy emphasis on multiple-choice items, and
they are often culturally biased. There at c other frequctuly voiced
criticisms that NI A might have included, such as that tests are
coachable, that they influtnce the curriculum, and that they predict
only narrow academic criteria and not cat eel success.
Some people in the testing business tend to i eject such criticisms

out of hand by saying that the Links don't 'calk understand the
problems. or that any faults of testing ,ne attubutable to misuse of
tests rather than to deficiencies in the tests themselves. But I think it
is

a good time for those of us Involved in educational and

psychological testing to stand back and take a ft esh look at what we
are doing There must be reasons other than political expediency for
the w idesplead priest May he we ought to considei mole seriously
what improvements in tests and testing procedures should be made
before the law imposes restrictions that make it mole difficult to
move ahead in the testing field.
Softie of the criticism can be disposed of quite easily 0/ « curve A
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cognitive test doesn't measure emotional development. Neither
still
does a thermometer measure humidity, but the thermometer is
useful.
Other criticisms are not so easy to dismiss. For example. the idea

of reporting the error of measurement along with test scores has
been around for a long time, and some tests dy use score report
forms that call attention to the error of measureMent. But the great
majority of score reports are not accompanied by any kind of
graphic, numerical, or verbal indication of the error in measurement. True. the test manual may contain a section on error of
measurement. but it is easily overlooked or forgotten when score
reports are examined. Why isn't it more common to put the information on the score report itself? Do we have to be forced by law to do
something that most test experts would consider sound practice:
In the short time I have this afternoon. I can't go very deeply into
which ones are not.
a discussion of which criticisms are justified and
following
allegations
about tests:
But I would like to comment on the
creative
thinking:
thht
tests don't
that multiple-choice tests penalize
academic
criteria:
and
that tests
predict success beyond narrow
influence the curriculum.

Do Tests Influence the Curriculum?
Let's start with the charge that tests influence the curriculum. A

number of years ago. a superintendent of public instruction in a state
educanot far from here stated publicly that he favored banning all
I

tional tests because they influence the behavior of teachers.
thought he was wrong in wanting to ban tests. If 1 had been the
superintendent and I had in my grasp a tool that I could use to
influence, the behavior of teachers. I would have held on for dear
life. Let me
m tell you why I think he missed the boat.

During World War II. I was a staff membzr of a project. headed by
Harold Gulliksen. that was supposed to do esearch on selection and

training of naval personnel. Among other things. we conducted

validity studies of the tests used in assigning recruits to naval training schools. One of our findings was that the best tests for predicting
verbal and reading
grades in gunner's mate schools were
much
sense.
in view of what
comprehension tests. This didn't make
supposed
to
do.
but
assignments
to service
gunners mates are
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schools were nevertheless made in accordance with the empirical
evidence.
Later, our research group was given the assignment of improving
grading practices in the navy service schools, and I was sent to work
at the.gunner's mate school in!Bainbridge., Maryland. We found that

the lecture-demonstration methdd of teaching was used. The
students studied the technical manuals, and the examinations
consisted of multiple-choice items based on the lectures and
manuals. The items dealt with such topics as muzzle velocity and
the function of the breech block locking bolt. Since the job for which
these students were being trained was to maintain, adjust, and repair
the guns aboard a warship. it seemed more reasonable to use performance tests. Accordingly, we developed a set of tests that required

students to perform such tasks as adjusting the\.991buffer for
maximum rate of fire on a caliber .5013row fling machine gim, removing and replacing the interlock carrier spring from a 20 MM gun, and
removing and replacing the extractor plunger on a 5",'38 antiaircraft

gun. The instructors complained that the tests were too hard. They
were right. Few of the students could perform the tasks, even with
liberal time alFowances.

Since we had orders.1 the performance tests were nevertheless
given at the end of each ("nit of training. Because successive classes
overlapped. the new students soon got word as to what the new tests
werlike, and they began practicing the assembly and disassembly

of guns. Performance on the tests improveJ w ith each class. The
instructors also got the point. lit* moved out the classroom chairs
and the lecture podium and brought in more guns and gun mounts.
The upshot was that students spent most of their time practicing thc,
skills required in repairing and adjusting guns. The tests soon became too easy. The validity coefficients changed too: The verbal and

reading te:\t validities dropped, and the mechanical aptitude and
mechanical knowledge tests became the best tests for predicting
grades in gunner's mate school (4).

Note that no attempt was made to change the curriculum or
teacher behavior. The dramatic changes in achievement Lame, about
solely through a change in the tests. The moral is clef. It is possible
to influence teaching and learning by changing the tests of achievement. It is also clear that those who make the tests have a great
responsibility to produce tests that influence teacher~ to reach, and
students to learn, the knowledge and skills that truly reflect the ob89
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jectives of the training program.

'

While I am on the topic, I should mention the related issue of
coachability of tests. When important administrative detisions
depend on Wig scores. students arc likely to seek to gain an adVantage by attending coaching schools or buying books on how to
take tests. If teachers think they are to he evaluated on the basis of
their students' scores, they are tempted to give sample tests for the
students to practice on. Such coaching is usuolly viewed as undesirable, and no doubt it is undesirable under some conditions. But
note that what went on in the gunner's mate school was basically
coaching for the tests. Coaching is undesirable only, if it results in
improving test scores it ithout increasing proficiency with regard to

the real instructional objectives. If tests can be made that truly
reflect the school objectives. the difference between coaching and
teaching disappears. and efforts to get high.test scores are the same
as efforts to attain the desired skills and informa\ion. We should he
making achievement tests that are coachable in this desirable sense.

To summarize: Yes, tests do influence' the behavior of teachers
and students. The only question concerns w hat the teachers and
students are influenced to do. We should he providing tests that ere,
courage, the teaching and learning of the knowledge, skills. and
abilities that represent all of the eduLatiwtal ot;jet.tiv es. nor merely
ith a paper-and-pencil test.
those that are as to ni

Do Tests Penalize Creative Thinking?
Now let's turn to the Lnticism that multiple-Lhoke teqts penalize
creative thinking. Presumably this Lhaige is based on the fat.t that in
taking a multiple-choke test. the e \aminee does not have to think,of
the options foi himself, he merely has to read the options. evaluate
them, and choose the best one. Fhtise aLtivitiereqtrire-comprehen-

sion of the problem. a baLkgrouna of rele- v4it information. and a
pertain amount of reasoning and Judgment. depending on the nature

of the particular item. Real-life problems more often present
themselves in an open-ended firm. A problem arises. and the question is "What shall I do?'' The individual must then think of at least

one solution to the problem. Bette' he will think of several. or
many. po able answers. From here on. the process may be much
the same as for multiple-Lhoke pioblems. Reasoning and judgment
90
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are involv ed in choosing the final solution. Thesnecessity of thinking
of the options for oneself appears 'to lie e-what characterizes a freeanswer problem. ,and thinking, of the options presumably requires

such abilities as originality and ideational fluencythe divergentproduction abilities in Guilford's structure-of-intellect theory (2).

Bill Ward and I have been gathering data to find out what
psychological processes are involved in problem solvine, particularly creative problem solving ( l). We have developed asset of
scientific thinking tests intended to provide the dependent variables
for studies of problem- solving behavior. These tests are meant to
simulate some of the tasks often performed by a behavioral scientist.,
Their titles are "Formulating Hypotheses. Evaluating Proposals.
Solving Methodological Problems. and Measuring Constructs.
I'll describe Formulating Hypotheses. Each item is a brief
description of a scientific investigation. The results of the investigation are shown in the form of a graph or table. and the major finding
is clearIv4,stated. the examinee's task is to suggest hypotheses that

might explain the finding. He is asked to w rite not only the
hypothesis he thinks- is most likely to he correct, but also other
hypothesys that should be considered in interpreting the datii or in
planning_another iiivestigation. The test is not oflhe multiple-choke
form. The candidate must think of the by potheses. write them down.
and then mark the. one he consider% most likely to be cimT . In
other words. the examinee has to think of the options for
self
before choosing the best one.
A number of scores can he obtained from a test c'omposed of such
items. We havie worked so far Oith sip scores: t I) the average quality
of all the hypotheses written by a candidate. (2) the average quality
of the hypotheses the candidate thinks are his best. (3) the average
quality of the hypotheses that are best according to our %coring

system. (4) the lumber of hypotheses \%ritten. (5) the number of
unusual hypo hexes. and (6) the number of hypotheses that are not
only unusual "but of high quality. Our investigation of the
psychpmetric properties of the tests %how s that reliable scores yarn

be obtained. that the quality scores are not highly wrrelated with
number scores. and that the tests are of 'suitable difficulty for catalidates for admission
to graduate sk.hool or for first -year graduate
,
students.

We have also developed another form of the Formulating
Hypotheses test that is sk.orable by a mat.hine. In this 'version, a list

I
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of hypotheses is presented. and the candidate is given iwo tasks:
First, he is asked to mark those hypotheses on the list ,that he thinks
ought to be considered and. second, he is asked to choose the best
hypothesis on the list. Scores analogous to those used for the free-.
response form are obtained:
We are now analyzing our data to find out how the free-response

and 'machine-scorable formats differ with regard to what they

measure. One finding is that the correlations between corresponding
scores from the two forms are low. The highest correlation is .33:
this is the correlation between forms for scores based on the quality

of the ideas the candidate thinks are his best. The correlation

between forms for number of hypotheses is .19 and for number of
unusual hypotheses it is .17. These low correlations are not attributable to low reliability. Clearly. the free-response and machinescorable tests do not measure the same thing.
Another kind ofomparison has to do with relationships at the
scores to measures of various cognitive,abilities. The results show
that. the quality scores are related to the same kinds of ability.
whether the scores are based ort free-response or machine-scorable

forms: -Quality scores from both forms correlate with tests of reason.ing abilities. particularly, inductive reasoning and logical reasoning.
and also with tests that measure cognitive flexibilitythat is. ability
to change sets in solving a prokilem. But the two forms differ strik-

ingly with respect 'to the correlations of number scores with

measures of divergent production. Only for the free-response form
do the number and number (,1* unusual response,. correlate significantly with divergent-production measurestests of expressional fluency. ideational fluency. and originality.
These findings are based on sonic preliminary results just off the
computer. A more comprehensive analysis will he made and
reported later, But it appears that the answ er is clear. at least for the
two forms of the Formulating Hypothetic~ test. If you are interested
only in the quality of the ideas. the free-response and the machinescorable test do not seem to differ appreciably with ilespect to the
cognitive abi ics required. But if you are interested in the c'andito,think of options
date's ability think of options flu himself. and
that mast of r candidates do not think of. differences are found
the free-response test taps divergent-production skills that are not
measured by the machine-scorable form. To the extent that tests
influence the behavior of teachers and learners. free-response tests
92
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would presumably be more likely to enhance the learning of the .divergent-thinking skills"thaure involved in problem solving.
Do Tests Predict Career Success?

Now let's deal with the criticism That tests may predict grades but
they do not predict career success. Qom' data n this topic are hard
to find, primarily because satisfactory criteria o career success ate
use such crinot usually available. Most studies of career s
of promotion, all of
teria as supervisbrs' ratings. salary: or' rate of
which are as likely to reflect hem well liked or popular the individuals are as how proficient they are in whatever kinds of problem
solving and.'decision making may be required of them. If we want to
know how well tests predict career success.. V, e need better criteria
of success. And this probably means that w e must create them.
The Formillating Hypotheses test .Ind the other scientific thinking
tests were originally developed to provide criterion variables rele:
vant to the work of a behzivioral scientist: so perhaps we should.see
how well conventional selection tests predict scores on these tests.
We find that the correlations of (AL ititude and achievement tests
with scores on the free-response tests of scientific thinking are not
high. The median correlations of quality scores with the three GRE'
tests (V. Q. and Advanced Psychology ) are apptoximately .35. For
the scores based on number of responses. the median correlations

with GRE scores are .20 or lower. A'ssuming that. the tests of
scientific thinking are reasonable simulations of aspects of the work
of a behavioral scientist. clearly the conventional tests predict only
those aspects of scientific thinking that involve reasoning, not those
that require the divergent-thinking abilities presumably involved 0
creative problem solving.
dome findings from research on medical education are relevant to
the issue of predicting career success. There is a good deal of qvidence that conventional aptuude and achievement. tests !Ire

reasonably good pre ictors of grades in the first two years of
medical school. when tudents file getting heavy doses of anatomy.
histology. biocheinist:y. and so on. But the same tests are poor pre.dietors of success in the clinical years. w hen students are learning to
deal with patients. make differential diagnoses. and develop plans
for patient management. True, the evaluations of clinical ability are
93 j
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based on ratings and on student performance rather than career
performance. Nevertheless, the failure of conventional tests to
predict success in clinical training at least suggests that they would
also fail to predict clinical performance in medical practice,
Because of the concern of medical school people that the conventional selection methods may not predict clinical skills, a research
study was initiated that involves development of criterion measures.

The schools were particularly interested in the problem-solving
skills required in medical diagnosis and interpersonal skills of the
sort required in interviewinga patient. The study is being carried out
cooperatively by a consortium of medical-schools. Lis, and the National Board of Medical Examiner's.
The National Board of Medical Examiners has primary responsi-

bility for developing the criterion measures. The diagbstic problem- Solving tests they have deveV)ped are raper-and-peAcil-simulations of what happens *hen a doctor meets a new patifnt,hears the

patient's complaint, interviews and examines the patient, orders
kaboratory tests, and so on, until a differential diagnosis is made.
The examinee has opportunities, to indicate the diagnostic hypotheses that come to mind, the information he needs to evaluate
the hypotheses, the hypotheses he entertains after more information
is provided, and so on, until the decision is reached'. The tests ar.:
appropriate for fourth-year studejits and /residents; Both free,-Q,
response and machine-scoraBle versions of the tests have beep
developed.

The criterion tests in the area of interpersonal skills require that
the physician interview live. simulateJpittients.*Each patient has
been trained to describe his or her complaint. to reveal certain other
inforknation if asked, and to show appropriate affect. Scoes will he

developed after coding the many behaviors occurring during the
tape- recorded interview. The scares will reflect the physician's
performance in a great variety of ways. such as responding to the
patient's affect. time spent asking questions, time spent giving information, time ent listening. number of interruptions, and so on..
Given such a s r of criterion measure . it seems reasonable that
the most valid selection tests would be mnterparts of the criterion
ho have no medical i{aining.
tests That are suitable for eandi
Educational Testing Service has developed a set of experimental selection tests of this kind. The problem-solving tests involve social,
education. and ecological problems. and they similarly provide op94
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portunities for the examinee to indicate what hypotheses' he is
considering at each of several stages in dealing with a phiblem, what
,information-he needs, what sources of information he may try to exploit, and skon, until a final solution is called for. Again, both freeresponse affd machine-scorable formats will be employed.

,For the interpersonal skills tests, the counterparts of the'simulated patients will be simulated counselees with various kinds of per-

sf',nal problems that a candidate for admission to medical school
could deal with. AnalogouNtethods of scoring will be used. The
tests will be administered to first-year and fourth-year medical
students.

r

What a Test Is

As you may have noticed, I have been trying to suggest by my illustrations that we have too narrow a conception of what a test is. To
most people, a test is a booklet with a lot of multiple-choice items
and a separate answer sheet. Let me propose a much more general
definition: A test is any standardized procedure for eliciting the kind
of behaVior we want to observe, and n ensure. I,mean the behavior
al' really want to measure. not merely something related to it. This

definition imposes few constraints on test .makers. If we want to
measure spelling ability, we can dictate words to spell. If v. e. v. ant to
measure ability to repair machine guns. w c can present guns needing
repair. If we want to measure diagnostic
we can provide opportunities to deal with patients w ho have problems. If we want to

measure interviewing skills, we can present someone to be interviewed. Such tests would presumably influence teachers and
learners, and be coachable. in the desirableisense: they would require the candidipe to think, of the optionseeden this is appropnate;
and they would have a better chance of predicting i:.,-ireer success

`).

than conventionM tests:
I'm sure you are 'all thinking that that is all very well, but how can
you test a million candidates a'y ear with tests that may requite ma-,
ichine guns or simulated patients, tests that must he administered in/ dividually and that can't be scored with a9 optical scanning device?
One answer is that perhaps it is time to recognize that assessment

and evaluation may be sufficiently important. at least in some
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instances, to justify much more .than a day of testing time and a fee
of fifteen dollars. If, for example, we consider the cost of a medical
education; the additional income over the lifetime of a, practicing
physician that is attributable to his medical training, to spy nothing
of the importance of the life-or-death'decfsions made by a physician,
the cost of conventional testing is small indeed.
. Another answer is related to what I have said about coachability
and the influence of tests on. teachers and students. I have argued
that it ts possible to mate tests that reflect instructional objectives

more accuratelj, than do conventional tests and that such tests

influence the behavior of teachers and students in ways that enhance
learning. If I am correct, it would seem sensible to use tests for

teaching, not just -for evaluation. Forms of a test could be

9onstructed in such numbers and variety that they could be used
regularly for homework or classroom drill. Students could cram and
teachers could 'cbach as much as they pleased. The cost of the tests
would be justified by their value for instructional purposes.
The scores would be useful in other ways. provided that on some
occasions the tests were administered under 'standard conditions
and records of performance were preserved. The scores could be
used in monitoring the progress Of individual students. for school
,evaluation, for counseling, for admission to more advanced training
programs, and for assigning grades to students. School grades are
now the best predictors of academic success in higher education;

school grades based on tests that more adequately reflect the

,

r

spectrum of educational objectives might also become the best predictOrs of career success.
I .kealize that I have oversimplified the issues and ignored some
thorn,, problems and that as, proposals are vulnerable tv attack
from several pracfcaland methodological points of Vew: But I have
been tryipg to make a point. I think we have drifted I to stereotyped
aqitudetabout test:, and testing that have tended to tereze tests into
forinats that seriously limit their
potential, and I want to encourage
,,
:,
you to think of testing inthe much more general sense that. I have
f. described. I think the consequence would be betier, tests.tests that
exert' a good influence on teachini, that are less susceptle to
misuse and misinferpredtion, that are viewed as "fair," and that are
less likely'ta make' people grunible that "there ought to be a law."
i
I discovered recently that Professor A. Lawrence Lowell, who
was presidept of: Harvard when I was born. had somewhat similar
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thoughts about examinations. Here is a brief excerpt from an article

s,

r he published in the Atlantic Monthly in'1926 (3):
The question of studying for marks rather than for knowledge, and the
kindred matter of cramming for examinations. are not uninteresting and
are often misunderstood. The popular impression . . . is that a student
whose primary object is a high grade.devotes himself . . to memoriz-

4I

.

ing small, and comparatively unimportthit. points in a course. and
thereby makes a better showing than a classmate with ... . a larger real
command of the subject, . . As the [examinatidn] questions are often
made out and marked this result may: and does. occur. But if all examinations were so conducted as to be an ai.curate and complete measure
of.the education the course is intended to give . . . . then there would

of.

be no reason why the student should not work for marks. and godd
reason why he should. To chide' a cennis player for training hiniselfuith ,.,
a view to winning a match. instead of acquiring skill in the game. would
be absurd. because the two things are the same . . . if marks are not an

adequate measure of what the course is intended to Milian. then the
examination is detective. If examinations were perfe.ct the results
would comniamt universal respect. and high grades would be a more

i.

general object of ambition.

.
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Introduction.
The way to make hard decisions with soft data is not, in ge neral. to
harden the data. although that may help: It is to improve, the deci-

sion-making process, the methodology, And here I think we carr
learn something from the law. The last decade or two have seen the
emergence of new nfodels of legal reasoning. in particular the socalled New Rhetoric approach. In are same period, the discipline of
evaluation has also taken on a new form or formsit has become independent tf testing and measurement and it has spawned its on
new models. the Stake reactive model. o IPP model. Eisner's connoisseurship model, and so on.. Evaluation is a new discipli.4 that

has emerged from testing in somewhat the way that new law
emerges from socioTiey and demography. What I propost to do in
these few notes is sketch in some arguments for supposing first, that
this emergence is truly a' revolution and second. that (here is a
simii,a logical structure under)} ing both legal and evaluative reason-

ingat least. up to a/pointa structure that goes far beyond the
logic of quantitative inference that guides the measurement field.
and that the essence of this structure is quite well expressed in the

phrase "making hard decisions with soft data. We should.
however. amplify,the formula slightly, for hard decisions are just as
hard, even if the data are hard if the «ine( lion (the relevance i)f the
data to the decisions) is soft. as ir often is.
99
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The Way Things Were
The scenario th?ti-isa-4 unfolded on the methodological stage in these.
Last years ha Introduced/a radically different cast,of characters. In
.1960, the cial sciences appeared on stage like a chorus of IBM

junior management typesalmost uniformly dressed in neat but

boring replicas of the costume favored by their elders and betters,
the Physical Sciences. That fellow down ,the end of the line there
does look a lime out of plaCecollar askew, shoes muddy and not
tiedthat's Anthropology. actulfIly 'Cuitura/ Anthropology. His
older brother. Physical'Anthropology, blends in perfectly, however.
Nothing basically wrong with the family. If you look closely, too,
you might wonder about the chap nearest you: he's prilnped up' so

exquisitely is to raae some doubts about his realitythat's Economics.. Bang in the middle of the chorus, we can see a fine4ydung

fellow with a familiar lookwhy, it's Educational Tests and
Measurements! What really impress one about the whole bunch is
their spirit, 'though. Just bubbling over with pride and enthusiasm.
Reminds one a bit of that Up With People, show, don't you think?
Another young fellow over there catches one's eye as an up-andcomer: what's that label say? Scientific Jurisprudence, by George!
Definitely gives bric a feeling that it I I: s right with the worldand go-

ing to be better7-with this splendid team ready to pick up the

burden. Of course, there aren't any girls in the show, but yoti can'
certainly visualize them doing tremendOusly valuable things off&tagesewing the costumes. cleaning up. and whatnot.
Well, it was a jolly good show. What was it called? Let's seethe
Newtonian Follies of the Nineteen- Fifties. Still running in the Sixties, too. but they never changed the name.can't get the same
alliteration, you know: And besides. the show itself never change&
so why bother?
Some of those young chaps were definitely born for greatness: like
that Economics fellow. We'nt on to become a real star: they set up a
special Nobel Prize for him. I believe.
6

That was the 'how. folks, and now it's folded, though not itlfthe
characters have, quite realized. it. What really happened was that
people couldn't quite believe it any more. and if people don't believe
in fairies. why, they just die. Its trtily sa But then. life must go on,
and we have to grow up and give tip our fairy tales.
The Methodology Theate today has a really different show. No
chorus line. Some wmen and minorities and even some oldsters on
100
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the stage. Even the Anglos aren't dressed like itch other. There are

family groupings, but they're not easy to spat. and seem to be'.
changing all the time. Truly bizarre characters have emerged. like
that weird entiq they call Policy Analysis. and the feisty newcomer

Sociobiology. The Director says it's ,"experimental theatre."
whatever that means. He says that playwrights today feel they have
to start all over,-that the old tradition isn't just dated. it's false. IV
says that the triumph of Economics now look^ like the triumph of a
bunco artist, with the Swedish Academy in the role of suckers. The
magic of math modelS bemused them: the internal precision of the
inferences kept them from noticing4that the predictions were no
good, the explanations were so facile as to be fraudulent; the conceptual schemes so frail or so fuzzy as to be fakery.
Now Tests and Measurements (T&M) was never a leader in that
cast, but it surely was misled and it did its share of misleading when
the show was riding high. It"s worth examining its situation a little
more carefully.
I

don't suppose anyone would argue strongly for Tests and

Measurements as any more than a set Of tools, ,of means to ends.
But, like their ally Statistics, they soon generated their own energy,
their professional associations, their entrepreneurs and publications:and,even their lobbyist; in one or another (and finally in many)
centers of power. The comparison :with paleography with its nu-

merieal taxonomy in which the quantifiers got out of hand is
the analogy with mathematical economics. The
illttminating, as
substance of science was too quickly identified with the presence of
quantitative variables and (more or less) operational definitions of

them in terms of measurement procedures. Well, there's nothing .
new about the suggestion that tog many crimes were committed in
the name or norm-referenced testing. or analysis of variance, or
market models. Let's try to be more constructive. There are;t%'vo or
three disciplines that point to an alternative approach. a more
promising perspective for redemption. I have in mind iu countina
jurisprudence. and ever/tut/ion.

The Way ThIngs.Should andShouldn't Be

If you look at what has happened to the General Accounting Office.

or HEw's Audit Agency. or California's office of the Legislative

s
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Analyst. what you'll see is the massive dequantification of some
parts of the job of some members of the accounting profession. It is.

a far cry from Gqo's original mission to the investigation of the
Tonkin Gulfincidentfrom auditing the books to The assessment of
foreign policy decisions. Yet GAO has acquitted itself well at both
t

ends of this long spectrum. as has Addit Agency. By and large. they
have made the transition more gracefully than most of the quantitative generation in the social sciences, which still cling§ to an imp-,
propriate model. Why? Perhaps it's because they see the practical

necessity for changethe need of the decision makers for relevant
research arid they re less diverted by the w
isps of a
Newtonian synthesis. a great world model turning on the bearings of
mathematics!- Or perhaps its because the quantities with which the

accountants were preoccupied always had a highly pragmatic
referentmoneywhile the social scientist has never quite been
able to swallow the idea that true costs have any right to be regarded
as legitimate variables. Least-of-all the bulk of economists. whose,
capacity for cost analysis is on a par w ith their interest in it. (The ex- '".a

editions like Hank Levin stand out in such solitary splendor as
instatitly to validate the general truth.)

In any case. accountancy has transcended bookkeeping and has
achieved a modet capticity for making hard decisions from soft
datathat k. fr6m all the data other than bookkeeping entries that
must be sifted in order to achieve a reality -related recommendation.
Nowhere is this better illustrated. than in Abraham Bikes brilliant
book Undromituble Accomitink.
The situation in the law is very similar to that in accounting. The
effort to quantify the it /IA decision making process has been mote .
or less abandoned. since it can'be done only, by giv ing soft data the
appearance of hard data and by making judgmental decisibns into
mathematical deductions. which instantly generates bad decisions. ,

The subtleties _of statistics. which can help us express some of
the softness. cannot save us from the eventual need for holistic
evaluative judgment in the sy nthesizing step where we have to trade.
off such disparate.considerations as the chance of recidiv ism against
the possibility of a mistaken verdict.
This is not to deny the colossal p.m er of simple math model% of
decision making in the Meehh-Dave' traditionmodel% that make a ,
shambles out of most claims' foray ineradicable necessity of human
judgment throughout the present territory . Most standard clinical
102
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and legal judgMents could be made better (especially given that
'equity ist value in itself) by a formula. But not all of them and especially not all of the really important ones. For those.we need judgment, but trained judgment. not capricious judgment: and we should
face the fact that the task of the social sciences in education is to
imprave that training, uncover and defuse the biases that operate.

routinize what can he routinized.- and assess the effectiveness,
reliability, and validity of what's left.

Training, Not Just Testing
This move towards training and not just testing, towards improving

the human instrument. and not replacing it. 'can he seen in the
spectruin of activities at LIS in recent years, and it can be seen in the
new pattern of Supreme*Court decisions since the desegregation de-

cision. For all the -effort towards str;ct constructionisim towards
conservatizing the court, it still reaches farther into the social realm
thaneVer before and in doing so, at on c demonstrates the difficulty
of the task and the recognition of its necessity. What w e might call
social jurisprudence has been edging out the "-scientific- approach.
And the pressure that has led to this is not political appointmentit
is the wider perception of reality and its connections that the latter
half of the '20th century has brought us. The Lt has absorbed the
new precision of the quantitative disciplines well enough, btit it has
not been overrun by them. In the mainstreatping decisions, in the
busing area. in Serrano-Priest. in Bailee. theie is no lack of tests and

d statistics. But there remains .t more important
though not ,
-.fey well conceptualizedmodel of law and the
system Of justic: as a social change agent. .t discipline that is not divorced from current events but is cleating them and also studying
thei4ay in w hich it is creating them. self-referent jurisprudence.
This last reature is one of the most important distinctions between
traditional conceptions of Tests and Measurements
the discipline of evaluation pndel which T&N1 most now he see .ts largely
snbsumed: This very conference shoves how far testing has followed
measurenien

the judicial >y stem in becoming a v hange agent and becoming aw.0 e

of it. But what part of the training in educational psychology has
been shifted to the study of the sociAl impact of testing? As yet, not

much. Like testing. evaluations often have effects that are larger
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than those of the program being evaluated,. not hard, because few
programs work. but not easy. because few evaluations are effective.
Now T&M has long been aware of the problem of "reactive" or obtrusive measurement. Evaluation is extremely aware of reactive
reporting as well and has long been studying and improving the
report. It was also common enough in the social sciences Co notice

self-fulfilling or self-refutiii prophecies. a kind Of self-reference: but
it was not common to take seriously the idea that it was an obligation of the investigator to investigate the investigation. The environmental impact research of the field biologist muStsalso be studied by
that same biologist for its effect: this is the intrusiveness imperative,

the limiting case of eAhaustiv self-applicatibn of the scientific
method. Evaluation has this very strung and distinctive emphaAjs on

the et aluation of evaluations. This has also le t? to a sterner and
wider view of reactive measurement. not only with rasp' ct to pro tecting privacy but in simpler ways: The very i lea of a four-page
instrument for the student \ evacuation of teaching is now seen as

absurd because of what it does to response rate and response
stereotyping.
There are many other respect., in which contemporary evaluation

has grown a long w ay he and its quantitative ancestors. It has
developed new dimensions of analysis. never to be found in the
T&M training programs. (Cost analysis is one of these.) Again.
while it has been avidly soaking up alternative approaches to causal
investigations.. it has also totally transcended the notion that evaluation is either necessarily ty pically. or principally a matter of causal
investigation at all. rhe evaluation of curriculum materials for sexist
bias or factual error via content analysis techniques is not a causal
investigation. The matching for congruence of test items with course
objectives. the analysis of the sequencing of curriculum modules in

terms of logical progressionthese arenoncausal evaluations of

tests or curl-mild Rits very large parts of such evaluations in some
evaluation contents). The creation of correct descriptions of complex programs may be tne main task of an evaluation: it is not causal

analysis. Looking for injustice in a school's admission or; disciplinary system is not causal investigation. In even more general
terms. evaluation has tome to see that traditional control-group
methodology is a limited special case even in causal research. not
because there are better approaches iiholving no comparisons
there aren'tbut betiause theino-ficatment control is usually the
104
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wrong one to use and always the wrong one to use alone. Instead.
we have to devise or uncover the appropriate «mtparison groups.

for decisions are rarely between treatment and no treatment but
between two alternative treatments-. and one or more of these may
have to be invented by the evaluator if the evaluation is to be
maximally useful to the decision maker. Thus, as with the law.
creativity as well as study comes into full play.
Again, ,there -is, the evaluation of tests themselves, the activity

which truly establishes the dominance of evaluation over T&M.
Test people are becoming increasingly aware of and skilled in.this.
as you all know. What they are doing is evaluation. something much
more general and less quantitative than most measurement. Finally.
one might mention the extent to which evaluation ha.4 turned away
from accepting the framework of intention, of goals; towards lo9king at the actual effects of a program or product.

The Need to Reach beyond Measurement
Rarely has the need for better tests been nwre obvious than in this
meeting where we have reluctantly but seriously considered selection for admission to professional schools by randomization in the
absence of better methods. It is clear that the evaluation of tests using only the standards of the discipline of tests leads .o some of the
worst abuses of testing the confusion of correlation with common

reference. of aptitude with ability. of criterion-referencing with
competency.'of objectivity with multiple choice. or reliability with
consistency. of internal consistency with validity. of norm deficit
with needs assessment. of test bias with item bias. of discrimination

with utility. and so on. We do sorely deed to reach beyond the
measurement approach. Because of the inertia of the professional
systent, it may take a more explicit analysis of these errors to do this
than it should take. and I hope t is wiII take the lead in this further
move towards cusciousness raising in the test business.

When we turn to statistics and its interaction with T &M. once
again we find the uncommon few who hay e broken the grip of the

rapidly rigidifying disciplinethe Mostellers. fights. and Tukeys
who can play the game when they should but expose it as only a
game when that matters.
The grip of statistics nearly became ,t death grip five or six years
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ago when evaluators brought up in that discipline so dominated the
educational R&D area that only statistical significance was quoted in
the documentation by these evaluators of the results of field tests of
educational roducts. There wa.1 no mention of raw-score dif-

ferences. No needs-assessment tiara to show that the statistical
significance was worth an educational tiamn to anyone in the "treatment &rout). We turned up thaj gem when Lys had the contract for
selecting the best of those materials for disseminatio jn funding. But

:even ETS can slip: if I recall correctly. its evaluation of Sesame
Street only quoted and ,certainly highlighted tht statistical significance of the intergroup difference. It never Tocus'ed on the
question: Is the actual difference in gains worth thesost of the~
piogram to the' taxpayer. parent. teacher. and child. all of whom
paid a good deal for the treatment? It turned out that the absolute advantage of Sesame Street over the standard approaches,w as tiny. although statistically significant because of the huge number inv oh ed.
Well. so much for the ritual hand-biting activity evaluators have
picked up from jurisprudence the adage that it's not enough to bite
the hand that feeds y ou. it's essential that it he seen that one bites it.
.

A
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Moving Closer to Real Decisions
We're by no means out of the shadow of confusing. quantity with
quality yet perhaps we never w ill he. But the evaluator today is
less likely than ever before to he deceived by the tiappings of quantitative measurement into a conclusion about quality. And she or he is

certainly outgrowing the temptation to run back and hide in the
shadows while bleating platntiveIN that "social science is value -free.
social science is value-free!" Making evaluative judgments is

exactly what science is all about. measurement provides data, but
the use of measurements requires the.ctaluatit.n of measurements
and of much more. What has happened here could he put in this
way. As measurement has come to he a smallei part of a linger
as Educational Testing Service has become Educational
Testing. Training, and Evaluation Service, as statistics has itself
we have
come under evaluation as sandy or slippery ui sloppy,
come 'Closer to the world where teal ,d$cisioiA have to be made.
Made, for example. by judges who spent months reviewing the evidence for special education classes of the effect of racial separate106
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ness or the reliability of nonmoney indexes of quality in an educatioiial program, only to find that there are no useful evaluations to
which they can appeal. As a result of this lack, decisions were made
which will cost us billions and m4 easily have to be reverted. In the
law, there are procedures for maiqng decisions in the absence of
relevant evidence. Bs in science. Buf those procedlires would never
have to be invoked if we.had done our job of performing the evaluations that are relevant to major social programs. We never really
wanted to make 'hard decisions with soft data. so we made the data
look hard when it wasn't or developed arguments why n e shouldn:t
have to make such decisions at all. The as has never had thosoptionsat least it has had them very rarely since the more creative
days of King Solomon. The law has to make decisions. however soft
the data or the connections between it and the decisions.
As a result, the law has developed methods of reasoning that are
substantially 'different from those of the social sciences: in

particular. the logic of argume'm from precedent and analogy. the
logic of prima facie inference. and the burden of proof. It will pay us
well to study these and some other. more procedural devices from
the law
is no accident that one of the most interesting models of
evaluation today is called the jurisprudential model by, Bob Wolff or.
in simpler form. the advocate'adv ersary model by Bob Stake. One
way of expressing the latent ft,nction of the adversary' model is to
say that it legitimates an appropriate range of interpretations,
thereby conveying in a very graphic way the softness of the data. It
is the evaluative equivalent of adding the standard deviation to the
statistic of the meanand it is. of course. a standard procedure of
the legal system.

In the evaluation .flb-area of bias control. to take another
example. one line of thought has led to the so-called goal-free
procedure in evaluationone in which the legal idea of justice as
blind is extended one step f,,trther than has been traditional in experimental design. where double-blind methodology was picked up from
I
medical research.
And so on. The model of legal process is a fertile one for evaluat
tion. And the model of legal reawning is no less useful. A few years
ago. I had occasion to do a rather detailed comparison between the
logical methods (the standards of evidenyel m social syienLe and the
law for the Journal of Legal Educ Ition. I concluded that even the
striking apparent differen'ces were not leal. but I was impressed by
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the novel view of scientific reast ning that was forced on one by the
detailed comparison. I do not find the New Rhetoric analysis persuasive, but Id° believe that there is a need for, and high payoffs from,
new' models and new study of the logic of the raw, as there is for
evaluation.
Conclusion

As measurement has matured, as evaluation'has developed, we hkve
come to see how ,much clbser useful measuramenand its usefulTOplication.to evaluationare moving towards the other practical, decision-oriented disciplines of management, accounting, and law. This
may indeed bea development in which all the social sciences can
share, not. just measurement, and so end a too-sterile period in intellectual history. The applied leading the pure, the evaluative and
judgmental leading the value-fre
Let it be so!
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